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Complex networks research has attracted incredible wide attention in recent
years. Although great progress has been achieved, the measure of complex networks
is not yet fully understood. We still do not have any systematic program for charac-
terizing network structures. Furthermore, the measures of network structures, such
as the microproperties, the patterns at different scales, and the macroproperties,
are generally simple applications of the concepts in graph theory, bioinformatics,
social science, and fractal theory. They are not dynamics based.
We cannot expect simple and reasonable relations between the structure mea-
sures and the dynamical processes on networks. The lack of powerful tools to char-
acterize network structures is an essential bottleneck in understanding dynamical
processes on networks. Hence the general aim of this dissertation is to excavate
the keys to these problems by the way using the dynamic-based structure measures
of complex networks. The structures of complex networks can induce nontrivial
properties in the physical processes occurring on them. The physical processes in
turn can be used as a probe to capture the structural properties.
To understand the localization properties of complex networks, the methods
x
from Random Matrix Theory(RMT) and dynamics systems are demonstrated in
the first place. For undirected networks, the structural characteristics of com-
plex networks through the representative eigenvectors of the adjacent matrix are
studied. The probability distribution functions of the components of the repre-
sentative eigenvectors are proposed to describe the localization on networks where
the Euclidean distance is invalid. Several quantities are also used to describe the
localization properties of the representative states, such as the participation ra-
tio, the structural entropy, and the probability distribution function of the nearest
neighbor level spacings for spectra of complex networks. Whole-cell networks in
the real world and the Watts-Strogatz small-world and Barabasi-Albert scale-free
networks are considered.
Then for the directed networks with inhibitory and excitatory couplings spec-
tra analysis, the particular eigenvector localization properties of random networks
for different values of correlation among their entries are investigated. Spectra of
random networks with completely uncorrelated entries show a circular distribution
with delocalized eigenvectors, whereas networks with correlated entries have local-
ized eigenvectors. In order to understand the origin of localization, the spectra as
a function of connection probability and directionality were traced here. As con-
nections are made directed, eigenstates start occurring in complex-conjugate pairs
and the eigenvalue distribution combined with the localization measure shows a
rich pattern.
The studies of spectra analysis of the system level dynamics of these large
scale networks provided that the networks have remarkable localization properties
due to the nontrivial topological structures, and the ascending-order-ranked series
xi
of the occurrence probabilities at the nodes behave generally multi-fractal. It can
be used as a structural measure of complex networks. The study also leads to some
significant insights into the evolutionary process underpinning the networks.
The last but not least topic is to detect the evolutionary history of a network.
It was noticed that in a complex network, different groups of nodes may have
existed for different amounts of time. To detect the evolutionary history of a
network is of great importance. A spectral-analysis based method to address this
fundamental question in network science is presented here. In particular, it was
found that there are complex networks in the real-world for which there is a positive
correlation between the eigenvalue magnitude and node age. It should be noted,
however, that at the present the applicability of our method is limited to the
networks for which information about the node age has been encoded gradually in
the eigen-properties through evolution.
xii
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Recent years have witnessed tremendous research activities to the complex
network and its applications in diverse fields [1]. Structural measures of complex
networks are the cornerstone to understand relations between the structures, dy-
namics and functions. Real world networks generally have nontrivial properties as
the small-world [2], scale-free [3], motif [4], modularity, hierarchy [5], fractal [6] and
so on. The small-world effect is that in average the nodes can reach each other with
only a small number of hops. The scale-free refers to the number of edges per node
obeys a right-skewed distribution. It is also found that some special subgraphs
containing several connected nodes, called motifs, occur with significant probabil-
ities compared with that in the corresponding randomized networks. These three
individual, pair or local pattern-based properties are called micro-properties. On
the other hand, the modularity is a kind of macro-property represents that a net-




To a certain degree, dynamics on networks can be regarded as the transport
processes of mass, energy, signal and/or information at different structure scales
[7, 8]. Sometimes we have to deal with networks with unreasonable large number
of nodes and edges, e.g., the neuron networks and the World-Wide-Web networks,
when designing a coarse-grain procedure is essential [9]. The patterns at different
scales may provide a reasonable solution to these problems. It is found that some
real world networks have hierarchical structures, in which the small-world and the
scale-free properties can coexist [5]. Moreover, many real world networks behave
self-similar at different structure levels (fractal) [6] .
Though great progresses have been archived, the measures of complex net-
works are not yet fully understood. Just as pointed out by Newman [10], that our
techniques for analyzing networks are at present time no more than a grab-bag
of miscellaneous and largely unrelated tools, and we still do not have a system-
atic program for characterizing network structures. Furthermore, the measures of
network structures, such as the micro-properties, the patterns at different scales
and the macro-properties, are generally a simple application of the concepts in
graph theory, bioinformatics, social science and fractal theory, namely, they are
not dynamic-based. We can not expect simple and reasonable relations between
the measures and the dynamical processes on networks.
The lack of powerful tools to characterize network structures is an essential
bottleneck to understand dynamical processes on networks. One typical example is
the synchronizabilities of complex networks. Detailed works show that almost all
the structure measures affect the synchronizabilities in complicated ways [11], based




Dynamic-based measures of complex networks may be the key to the problems.
The structures of complex networks can induce nontrivial properties to the physical
processes occurring on them. The physical processes in turn can be used as the
probe to capture the structure properties. Well studied dynamical processes, such
as the random walks [12, 13] and the Boolean dynamics [14], can be good candidates
as probes. To cite an example, the random walks on complex networks that biased
towards a target node show a localization-delocalization transition [12].
In this thesis, we would like to study the large scale structure and systematic
level dynamics of certain model networks and real world networks using tools from
Random Matrix Theory(RMT)[15] and nonlinear dynamics. Our studies of spectra
analysis of the systematic level dynamics of these large scale networks provide that
the networks have remarkable localization properties due to the nontrivial topologi-
cal structures, and the ascending-order-ranked series of the occurrence probabilities
at the nodes behave generally multi-fractal. It can be used as a dynamic-based
structural measure of complex networks. Our study also leads to some significant
insights into the evolutionary process underpinning the networks.
To make the thesis self-consistent, I would like to introduce the general con-
cepts of complex networks in Section 1.2, and also give the explanation of dynamic-
based structure measure of complex network in Section 1.3.
1.2 General Description of Complex Networks
Complex networks are all around us, examples consist of the Internet, the
World Wide Web, airline and transportation networks, electric power grids, social
3
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networks of acquaintance, collaboration networks, neural networks, protein-protein
networks, metabolic networks, food webs, distribution networks such as blood ves-
sels or postal delivery routes, networks of citations between papers, and many
others (Fig.1.1 from Ref. [10]). In the mean times, ourselves, as individuals, are
the cells of various social relationship networks.
Recent years have witnessed a substantial new movement in network researches[19],
with the attention shift away from the study of single small graphs to the large
scale statistical graphs. This storm of activities, were stirred up by two seminal
papers, one by Watts and Strogatz on small-world networks [2], and another one
by Barabsi and Albert on scale-free networks [3](Barabasi 1999), has been driven
largely by the possibility of computers and communication networks which allow
us to gather and analyze data on an unbelievable large scale than before.
For the complex network research, we notice that the network structure has
crucial consequences on the network functional robustness and response to exter-
nal perturbations, as random failures, or targeted attacks. Meanwhile, it helps to
study the dynamical behavior of large interacting. This led to a series of evidences
pointing to the crucial role played by the network topology in determining the
emergence of collective dynamical behavior, such as synchronization, or in govern-
ing the main features of relevant processes that take place in complex networks,
such as the spreading of epidemics, information and rumors. So structure is the
cornerstone for understanding the relationship between structures, function, dy-
namics of complex networks [10] [20][21].
4
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Figure 1.1: Three examples of complex networks in the real world. (a) A
food web of predator-prey interactions between species in a freshwater lake [16]. (b)
The network of collaborations between scientists at a private research institution
[17]. (c) A network of sexual contacts between individuals in the study by Potterat
et al. [18]. Adapted from Ref. [10].
5
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1.2.1 Basic Concepts in Complex Networks
In the study of networks, the network size is a set of N nodes. The degree of
a node in a network (sometimes called connectivity) is the number of connections
or edges the node has to other nodes.
In a undirected graph, each of the edges is defined by a couple of nodes i
and j , and is denoted as (i, j) or lij. Usually, we draw a dot for each node and
join two dots by an edge to have a graph. Note that the picture does not allow
self-connecting nodes or multiple edges. For a directed network, edges point in one
direction from one node to another node, then nodes have two different degrees,
the in-degree, which is the number of incoming edges, and the out-degree, which is
the number of outgoing edges. A weighted network is a network where the edges
among nodes have weights assigned to them. (see Fig. 1.2 from Ref.[21])
For a network G of size N , the number of edges D is at least 0 and at most
N ·(N−1)
2
(when all the nodes are pair-wise adjacent). G is supposed to be sparse
for real world networks.
Considering a matricial representation of a network, a network G = (N) can
be described by giving the adjacency matrix A, a N × N square matrix whose
elements Aij(i, j = 1, · · · , N) are equal to 1 when the edge lij exists, and zero
otherwise. The diagonal of the adjacency matrix contains zeros. Therefore the
matrix is a symmetric one for undirected graphs.
The Degree ki of the node i is the number of edges connected with the node,







Figure 1.2: Graphical representation of a undirected (a), a directed (b),
and a weighted undirected (c) graph. These networks are all with N = 7
nodes and K = 14 links. In the directed graph, adjacent nodes are connected by
arrows, indicating the direction of each link. In the weighted graph, the values
ωi,j reported on each link indicate the weights of the links, and are graphically
represented by the link thicknesses. Adapted from Ref. [21].
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Degree distribution P (k) is the most basic topological characterization of
a network G. It is defined as the fraction of nodes in the network with degree k.






The degree distribution is very important in studying both model networks and
real networks, such as the Internet and social networks, and theoretical networks.
The simplest network model, for example, the (Bernoulli) random graph, in which
each of n nodes is connected (or not) with independent probability p(or1 − p),
has a binomial distribution of degrees (or Poisson in the limit of large n). Most
networks in the real world, however, have degree distributions differ from this.
Most are highly right-skewed, meaning that a large majority of nodes have low
degree, but a small number, known as ”hubs”, have high degree. Some networks,
notably the Internet, the WWW, and some social networks are found to have
degree distributions that approximately follow a power law: Pk ∼ k−γ, where γ
is a constant. Such networks are called scale-free networks and have attracted
particular attention for their structural and dynamical properties. We will discuss
them in the following part.
Shortest Path is very important especially in the transport and communica-
tion within a network. In graph theory, the shortest path problem is the problem
of finding a path between two vertices (or nodes) in a graph such that the sum of
the weights of its contained edges is minimized. An example is finding the quickest
way to go from one location to another on a road map. In this case, the vertices
represent locations and the edges represent segments of road. For such a reason,
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shortest paths have also played an important role in the characterization of the
internal structure of a graph. It is useful to represent all the shortest path lengths
of a graph G as a matrix N in which the entry dij is the length of the geodesic from
node i to node j .The maximum value of dij is called the diameter of the graph.
Betweenness Centrality. Betweenness is number of edges on the shortest
path from one vertex to another vertex. Then the betweenness centrality is a
measure of a node’s centrality in a network equal to the number of shortest paths
from all vertices to all others that pass through this node. The same definition
also applies to edge betweenness centrality. Betweenness centrality is a more useful
measure of the load placed on the given node in the network as well as the node’s
importance to the network than just connectivity. The latter is only a local effect
while the former is more global to the network.
Clustering, also known as transitivity, is a unique property of acquaintance
networks, where two individuals with a common friend are most likely to know
each other. For a usual graph G, transitivity means there exist high number of
triangles. This can be quantified by defining the transitivity T of the graph as the
relative number of transitive triples, i.e. the fraction of connected triples of nodes
which also form triangles,
T =
3× ]of triangles in G
]of connected triples of vertices in G
, (1.3)
where the factor 3 in the numerator compensates for the fact that each com-
plete triangle of three nodes contributes three connected triples, one centred on
each of the three nodes, and ensures that0 ≤ T ≤ 1 , with T = 1 for kN .
Network Motifs are connectivity-patterns (sub-graphs) that appear much
more often in real networks than they do in random networks. In biology, ecology
9
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and other fields, most networks have been found to demonstrate a small set of
network motifs. Surprisingly, the networks seem to be highly composed of these
network motifs, appearing again and again. Various kinds of network seems to
have its own set of typical motifs (ecological networks have different motifs than
gene regulation networks, etc.). These small ones can be considered as simple
building blocks from which the network is composed. This idea was first presented
by Uri Alon and his group [22][23] who studied small motifs in biological and other
networks. The research of the significant motifs in a graph G is based on matching
algorithms counting the total number of occurrences of each n-node subgraph M
in the original graph and in the randomized ones. (Fig. 1.3 [22])
Community Structure refers to the occurrence of groups of nodes in a
network that are more densely connected internally than the rest of the network.
Example image shown in the Fig. 1.4 [17] is the hierarchical organization displayed
by most networked systems in the real world [24]. Real networks are usually com-
posed by communities including smaller communities, which in turn include smaller
communities, etc. The human body offers an example of hierarchical organization:
it is composed by organs; organs are composed by tissues, tissues by cells, etc. The
generation and evolution of a system organized in interrelated stable subsystems
are much quicker than if the system were unstructured, because it is much easier
to assemble the smallest subparts systems [25],
One of the most crucial features shown by real-world networks is the existence
of modular or community structures[24]. The study of community structures helps
to explain the organization of networks and eventually could be related to the
functionality of groups of nodes.
Regardless of the type of real-world network in terms of the degree and other
10
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Figure 1.3: All 13 types of three-node connected sub-graphs defined
as motifs in protein-protein interaction networks in biological networks.
Adapted from Ref. [22].
11
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Figure 1.4: A schematic representation of a network with community
structure. In this network there are three communities of densely connected
vertices (circles with solid lines), with a much lower density of connections (gray
lines) between them. Adapted from Ref. [17].
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structural properties [1], it is possible to distinguish communities throughout the
whole network[17]. Recently, most studies focus on biological and social networks.
There are also few applications to other types of networks.
For example, the standard Girvan-Newman algorithm has been proved to be
reliable to detect functional modules in biological PPIs networks [17]. Edges be-
tween modules are important points of communication. Applying the algorithm
by Girvan and Newman with a modified definition of edge betweenness, Chen and
Yuan [26] set up an novel functional modules research in yeast. In this work, Chen
and Yuan were able to make predictions of the unknown function of some genes,
based on the structural module they belong to. Gene function prediction is the
most promising outcome deriving from the application of clustering techniques to
PPIs. For the Social Networks, it also has been extensively studied for decades [27],
such as Blondel et al. have analyzed a network of mobile phone communications
between users of a Belgian phone operator [28].
1.2.2 Models of Complex Networks
A Random Graph, in mathematics, is a graph that is generated by some
random process. The systematic study of random graphs was initiated by Erdo¨s
and Re´nyi in 1959 when they used probabilistic methods study on the properties
of graphs as a function of the increasing number of random connections.
In their first article, Erdo¨s and Re´nyi proposed a model to generate random
graphs with N nodes and M edges, henceforth we call Erdo¨s and Re´nyi (ER)
random graphs. A random graph is gained by starting with a set of n vertices and
adding edges between them randomly. Different random graph models produce
different probability distributions on graphs. The Erdo¨s and Re´nyi model denoted
13
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by Gn,M , assigns equal probability to all graphs with exactly M edges. The model
can be viewed as a snapshot at a particular time M of the random graph process,
which is a stochastic process that starts with n vertices and no edges, and at each
step adds one new edge chosen uniformly from the set of missing edges.
ER random graphs are the best studied among graph models, although they
do not reproduce most of the properties of real networks.
A small-world network is a type of mathematical graph in which most
nodes are not neighbors of each other, but most nodes can be reached from every
other by a small number of hops or steps. Specifically, a small-world network is
defined to be a network where the typical distance L between two randomly chosen
nodes increases proportionally to the logarithm of the number of nodes N in the
network [2].
The main mechanism to construct small-world networks is the Watts-Strogatz
methods. The Watts and Strogatz (WS) model has both the small-world property
and a high clustering coefficient [2]. The method to construct the WS model is
based on a rewiring procedure of the edges by using a probability p. Starting with
a N nodes regular lattice ring, in which each node is symmetrically connected to
its 2m nearest neighbors for a total of D = m · N edges. Then, for every node,
each link connected to a clockwise neighbor is rewired to a randomly chosen node
with a probability p. Notice that for p = 0 we have a regular lattice, while for
p = 1 the model produces a random graph with the constraint that each node
has a minimum connectivity kmin = m. With the probability p, the procedure
gave rise to graphs with the small-world property and a high clustering coefficient.
Alternative procedures for constructing small-world networks, based on adding
edges instead of rewiring, have also been proposed [29] [30] [31].
14
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As observed in [2], the small-world property results from the drop in shorted
path length L as soon as p is slightly larger than zero. This is because the rewiring
of links creates long-range edges (shortcuts) that connect distant nodes. The ef-
fect of the rewiring procedure is highly nonlinear on L, and not only affects the
nearest neighbor structure, but it also gains new shortest paths to the next-nearest
neighbors and so on. On the other side, an edge redirected from a clustered neigh-
borhood to another node has, at most, a linear effect on C. That is, the transition
from a linear to a logarithmic behavior in L(p) is faster than the one with the
clustering coefficient C(p). This leads to the appearance of a region of small (but
non-zero) values of p, where one has both small path lengths and high clustering.
A scale-free network is a network whose degree distribution follows a power
law, at least asymptotically. A large amount of works on the characterization of the
topological properties of real networks, such as World Wide Web links, biological
networks, and social networks, has stimulated the need to construct graphs with
power law degree distributions.
The fraction P (k) of nodes in the network having k links to other nodes prefer
to attach large values of k as
P (k) ∼ ck−γ, (1.4)
c is a normalization constant. The value of γ is typically in the range 2 < r < 3,
although occasionally it may be out of these bounds.
It is quite easy to get a graph with a power-law degree distribution which can
be treated as a special case of the random graphs with a given degree distribution.
Dangalchev (2004) gives examples of generating static scale-free networks. Another
possibility (Caldarelli et al. 2002) is to consider the structure as static and draw a
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Figure 1.5: Basic models of complex networks. . (Top) Erdo¨s-Re´nyi random
graph with 100 vertices and a link probability p = 0.02. (Center) Small world graph
Watts-Strogatz, with 100 vertices and a rewiring probability p = 0.1. (Bottom)
Baraba´si-Albert scale-free network, with 100 vertices and an average degree of 24
. Courtesy by J. J. Ramasco [37]. Adapted from Ref. [24].
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link between vertices according to a particular property of the two vertices involved.
Once the statistical distribution for these vertices properties (fitnesses) is given, it
turns out that static networks can develop scale-free properties. We define such
graphs as static scale-free to distinguish them from models of evolving graphs.
Static scale-free graphs are good models for all cases in which growth or aging
processes do not play a dominant role in determining the structural properties of
the network. However, there are many examples of real networks in which the
structural changes are ruled by the dynamical evolution of the system. Usually,
preferential attachment and the fitness model have been proposed as mechanisms
to explain conjectured power law degree distributions in real networks.
In 1999, Barabasi and Albert mapped the topology of a portion of the World
Wide Web [3], finding that some nodes, which they called ”hubs”, had many more
edges than others and that the network as a whole had a power-law distribution.
After finding that a few other networks, including some social and biological net-
works, also had heavy-tailed degree distributions, Barabasi and Albert coined the
term ”Scale-Free Network” to describe the class of networks that exhibit a power-
law degree distribution.
Then, Baraba´si and Albert proposed a generative mechanism model to explain
the appearance of power-law distributions which based on two basic ingredients:
growth and preferential attachment. This is essentially the same as that proposed
by Price in 1976 [32] to explain the power laws. The same author also mentioned
this in 1965, one decade earlier, in citation networks (both for the in-degree and
the out-degree distributions) [33].
The most notable characteristic in a scale-free network is the highest-degree
nodes which are often called ”hubs”, and are thought to serve specific purposes in
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their networks, although this depends greatly on the domain.
The scale-free property strongly correlates with the network’s robustness to
failure. It turns out that the major hubs are closely followed by smaller ones. These
ones, in turn, are followed by other nodes with an even smaller degree and so on.
This hierarchy allows for a fault tolerant behavior. If failures occur at random and
the vast majority of nodes are those with small degree, the likelihood that a hub
would be affected is almost negligible. Even if a hub-failure occurs, the network
will generally not lose its connectedness, due to the remaining hubs. On the other
hand, if we choose a few major hubs and take them out of the network, the network
is turned into a set of rather isolated graphs. Thus, hubs are both a strength and
a weakness of scale-free networks. These properties have been studied analytically
with percolation theory by Cohen et al[34] [35] and by Callaway et al.[36].
Another important feature of scale-free networks is the clustering coefficient
distribution, which decreases as the node degree increases. This distribution also
follows a power law.(Network models see Fig. 1.5 from Ref. [24])
1.3 Dynamic-based Structure Measures of Com-
plex Network
In the last two sections, we have introduced the basic concepts and models of
complex networks. We realize that the structural measures of complex networks
are the cornerstone to understand the relations between the structures, dynamics
and functions. So a very important thing to do the research of complex networks
is to find a systematic measures for characterizing network structures.
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Although great progresses have been achieved, the measures of complex net-
works are not yet fully understood. Furthermore, the measures of network struc-
tures, such as the degree distribution, cluster coefficient, motif, and the patterns
at different scales, are generally a simple application of the concepts in graph the-
ory, bioinformatics, social science and fractal theory, namely, they are static, not
dynamic-based. We cannot expect simple and reasonable relations between the
structure measures, functions and the dynamical processes on networks.
Dynamics on complex networks, as the bridge between structures and func-
tions, can be regarded as the transport processes of mass, energy, signal and/or
information at different structure scales [7, 8]. In the progress of dynamic transport,
the structure determine the function of the networks, meanwhile, the realizations
of the functions depend on the progress of the dynamics. So the lack of powerful
tools to characterize network structures is an essential bottleneck to understand
dynamical processes on networks. One typical example is the synchronizabilities
of complex networks. Detailed works show that almost all the structure measures
affect the synchronizabilities in complicated ways [11], based upon which we cannot
reach a clear picture of the mechanisms for synchronization processes on networks.
The structures of complex networks can induce nontrivial properties to the
physical processes occurring on them. The physical processes in turn can be used
as the probe to capture the structure properties. Well studied dynamical pro-
cesses, such as the diffusive process [38], random walks [12, 13] and the Boolean
dynamics [14], can be good candidates as probes. To cite an example, the random
walks on complex networks that biased towards a target node show a localization-
delocalization transition[12].
Random Matrix Theory (RMT) was initially developed to understand
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the statistical properties of nuclear spectra. It made successful predictions for
the spectral properties of different complex systems such as disordered systems,
quantum chaotic systems, large complex atoms, quantum graphs etc., in the last
few decades [15] [39].
Recently, the RMT theory has been proposed to capture the structure and
dynamical properties of complex networks, such as: price fluctuations in data of
stock market [40], human Brain EEG data [41], epidemic disease data, variation
of atmospheric parameters [42], and many others.
In the present thesis, we study the properties of complex networks by means
of their eigenvalue spectra and especially their localized eigenvectors. Based on
that, we are able to construct the dynamics-based structure measures of complex
networks. We also analyze very successfully evolving and directed networks.
1.3.1 Random Matrix Analysis of Complex Networks
As we have discussed before, tremendous activities have been put to the net-
work studies. Apart from the above mentioned studies which focus on direct mea-
surements of structural properties of networks, such as degree distribution, cluster
coefficient, motif, and communities, moreover, there exists a vast literature proving
that properties of networks or graphs could be well characterized by the spectrum
of associated adjacency A and Laplacian L matrix [43].
In the present thesis, we map a complex network of N coupled identical os-
cillators to an artificial molecule: the nodes as atoms and the edges as the bonds
between them. The topological structure of the molecule can be described by an
adjacency matrix A or a Laplacian matrix L. We consider an electron moving on
it, and after several steps simplification(described in Chapter 2), then the system’
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tight-binding Hamiltonian could be written in H = A(orL).
For an adjacency matrix A of a network, Aij = 1 if i and j nodes are connected
and 0 otherwise. Laplacian of network has been defined in various ways (depending
upon the normalization) in the literature. Here we define the Laplacian matrix
as: the off-diagonal elements of L are Li,j = Lj,i = −1(0) if the nodes i and j are




ki, where ki is the number of the nodes connected directly with the node i (node
degree).
For an undirected network, adjacency and Laplacian both are symmetric ma-
trices and consequently have real eigenvalues. Eigenvalues of the networks are
called graph spectra and they give information about some basic topological prop-
erties of underlying networks [43]. The spectral analysis of the networks shows rich
information about the topological structure and diffusion-localization processes.
During the last decades, several important applications of the spectral analysis
theory in physics and chemistry problems have been discovered. For example
liquid flowing through several connected pipes are expressed by a serial of linear
differential equations. The underlying graph can be expressed by the corresponding
Laplacian matrix. Also the speed of the liquid convergence flowing process towards
an equilibrium state could be measured by the second largest eigenvalue of graph
Laplacian [44].
The second largest eigenvalue of graph Laplacian is also called the algebraic
connectivity of a graph and is used to understand behavior of dynamical processes
on the underlying networks [45][46][47]. Moreover, the spectra of the Laplacian
matrix of networks have also been studied greatly to understand synchronization
of coupled dynamics on networks [45][47]. For example recently eigenvalues of the
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Laplacian have been shown to have high influence on the synchronizability of the
network [48]. Also, system analysis of eigenvalues, particularly at 0 and 1, have
direct relations with the properties of graphs [49, 50]. Studies of spectral properties
of the complex networks may also have a general theoretical interest.
As for different model networks and real world networks, the properties of
the networks could also be well characterized by the spectral density of adjacency
matrix and Laplacian L matrix. For a random network, whose elements are ran-
domly 0 or 1, the spectral density follows the semicircular law [51]. Interestingly,
this result matches quite well with a distinguished result in Random Matrix the-
ory (RMT) about the spectral density of a random matrix, whose elements are
Gaussian distributed random numbers, following Wigner’s semicircular law [15] .
With the increasing availability of large maps of real world networks, the analysis
of spectral densities of real world networks and model networks having real-world
properties have also begun [8] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58]. These analysis show
that the spectral densities of model networks and real world networks are not
semi-circular, instead they have some specific features depending on the details of
the networks. For example, small-world model networks show very complex spec-
tral densities with many sharp peaks, while spectral densities of scale-free model
networks exhibit triangular distribution [51].
One of the main advantages of RMT approach is that depending on the nature
of eigenvalues correlations, we can separate system dependent part from random
universal part, which is interconnected due to the complexity of the system. RMT
analysis for the various networks shows that the Nearest Neighbor Level Spacing
(NNLS) of complex networks also follow universal GOE statistics of RMT [53] [57]
[59]. This finding suggests that different results of GOE statistics, which have
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successfully been applied to understand the systems coming from various fields
starting from nuclei to the stock-market, can be applied to study networks as well.
The NNLS distribution is also used to identify collective chaos in the corresponding
classical dynamics on the complex networks [60].
Nearest Neighbor Level Spacing
One of the most important quantities in the Random Matrix Theory (RMT) is
the Probability Distribution Function (PDF) for the nearest neighbor level spacing
(NNLS) of the spectrum. The nearest neighbor level spacing distribution(NNLSD)
p(s) is the most often used to study the short-range fluctuations in the spectrum.
The NNLSD gives probability for finding neighboring eigenvalues with a given
spacing, which is equal to the probability density for two neighboring levels ξn and
ξn+1 that have the spacing s.
In order to get universal properties of the fluctuations of the eigenvalues, it
is customary in RMT to unfold the eigenvalues by a transformation Unfolding
Procedure.
A measurement gives an ordered sequence of energies (E1, E2, · · · , EN) form





S(E ′)dE ′ =
N∑
n=1
Θ(E − En). (1.5)
The number of the energy levels less than or equal to E is counted in this
function. And the function is also regarded as the staircase function. It is break
up into a smooth part ξ(E) and a fluctuating part ηf (E),
η(E) = ξ(E) + ηf (E). (1.6)
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Fig. 1.6 (from reference [39]) shows an example for an experimentally obtained
staircase function and its smooth part. To unfold the spectrum, the sequence
(E1, E2, · · · , EN) is mapped onto the numbers (ξ1, ξ2, · · · , ξN) with
ξn = ξ(En), n = 1, · · · , N, (1.8)
the cumulative spectral function in these new variables reads,
η(ξ) = ξ + ηf (ξ). (1.9)
Using the unfolded spectra, we calculate the spacing as,
s = ξ(En+1)− ξ(En), n = 1, · · · , N, (1.10)
The unfolded spectrum’s mean level density, i.e. the derivative of the smooth
part with respect to ξ, is unity, as required. Henceforth, measurement and theo-
retical prediction could be directly compared with each other.







sp(s)ds = 1, (1.11)
and it follows two universal properties depending upon underlying correlations
among the eigenvalues. For the correlated eigenvalues, NNLSD follows Gaussian
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orthogonal ensemble (GOE) statistics of RMT, whereas for the uncorrelated eigen-
values it follows Poissonian statistics. Generally, for an intermediate state, the
PDF obeys the Brody distribution
U(s) = ξβsβ−1exp[−ξsβ], (1.12)
where s is the NNLS and ξ = [Γ(β+1
β
)]β is the characteristic distribution width.
The Poisson and the Wigner-Dyson distributions are the two extremes with β = 1
and β = 2, respectively.
Spectral Rigidity: Long-range spectral observable
NNLSD carries information only for the local correlations among the eigen-
calues, but do not tell about the correlation between two far away ones. Therefore,
even though NNLSD follows GOE statistics of RMT, other properties may show
deviations, which suggests that one cannot rely on NNLSD results exclusively.
To probe long-range correlations as well, researchers usually also consider the
spectral rigidity, measured by the well known 43-statistic of RMT, which is more
sensitive for RMT properties of the matrix under investigation [15] [59] , and more
suitable to analyze larger mixing, in general, in the case for the real world networks.
The 43-statistic measures the least-square deviation of the spectral staircase
function representing the cumulative density N(λ¯)from the best straight line fitting







[N(λ¯− aλ¯− b]2dλ¯), (1.13)
where a and b are obtained from a least-square fit. Average over several choices




Figure 1.6: Example of an experimentally obtained staircase function.
The top figure shows the cumulative spectral function (E) for a spectrum of 1428
elastomechanical eigenfrequencies of a resonating quartz block in the frequency
range between 600 kHz and 900 kHz. The frequency is denoted by E. Due to the
high number of levels, the staircase function appears as a smooth line. The smooth
part ξ(E) is a polynomial whose coefficients were found by a fit. The corresponding
section of ξ(E), i.e. the polynomial fit, is drawn as a thin line. We notice that
ξ(E) is obtained by fitting to the entire cumulative spectral function, not only to






It is found that the spectral rigidity of the complex networks follows RMT
prediction, with scale depending upon the properties of the networks.
1.3.2 Evolution of Complex Networks
Evolving networks are networks whose structures evolve with time. They are
natural extension of network science, since most real networks are dynamic. To
detect the evolutionary history of a network is of a great importance. We will
present the spectral-analysis based method to address this fundamental question
in networks in Chapter 3.
For the evolving networks, the changes of topology can occur if some nodes
(edges) appear (disappear), and the types or weights of nodes and edges can also
change even if the topology stays static. Usually all of these processes occur simul-
taneously, such as in epidemic networks where people infected by or recovered from
disease over time, thereby getting or losing edges, and some new infected people
become part of the new epidemic network, changing the nodes in the network.
Or in social networks where people collaborate or stop collaboration with others
over time, thereby creating and destroying edges, and some people become part of
new social networks or leave their networks, changing the structure of the network.
Evolving network concepts build on established network theory and are now being
introduced into studying networks in many diverse fields [62].
The Barabasi-Albert (BA) model is the first model to derive the network
topology from the way the network was generated with nodes and edges being
added over time. Such as new web pages are added over time, and each new page
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is more likely to link to highly visible hubs like Google which have high degree
distributions than to nodes with only a few links. However, the model makes only
the simplest assumptions necessary for a scale-free network to emerge, say there is
only linear growth and linear preferential attachment. This simple model does not
capture variations in the shape of the degree distribution, or the size independent
clustering coefficient. So the original model has since been modified to capture the
properties of evolving networks by introducing a few new properties.
The most common way to view evolving networks is by considering them as
successive static networks. This could be viewed as the composing a motion picture.
Many simple parameters exist to describe a static network (number of nodes, edges,
path length, connected components), or to describe unique nodes in the graph
such as the number of links or the clustering coefficient. These properties can
then individually be researched as a time series using signal processing notions[63].
Unfortunately, the analogy of snapshots to a motion picture also reveals the main
difficulty with this approach: the time steps employed are very rarely suggested by
the network and are instead arbitrary. Using extremely small time steps between
each snapshot preserves resolution, but may actually obscure wider trends which
only become visible over longer timescales. Conversely, using larger timescales loses
the temporal order of events within each snapshot. Therefore, it may be difficult
to find the appropriate timescale for dividing the evolution of a network into static
snapshots.
Using successive snapshots is that only slight changes in network topology can
have large effects on the outcome of algorithms designed to find different groups
of nodes existed from different amount of time. Therefore, it is necessary to find
a new methods which permits following the evolution of the community through a
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set of rules such as birth, death, merge, split, growth, and contraction[64].
Almost all real world networks are evolving networks since they are con-
structed over time. By varying the respective probabilities described above, it
is possible to use the expanded BA model to construct a network with nearly iden-
tical properties as many observed networks. Moreover, the concept of scale free
networks shows us that time evolution is a necessary part of understanding the
network’s properties, and that it is difficult to model an existing network as having
been created instantaneously. Real evolving networks which are currently being
studied include social networks, communications networks, the internet, the movie
actor network, the world wide web, transportation networks, Metabolic, protein
protein interaction networks, and genetic networks. There also include spreading
evolving networks such as epidemic, rumor, and a piece of joke spreading networks.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The subsequent chapters in this dissertation are organized as follows:
In Chapter 2, firstly, for undirected networks, we shall study the structural
characteristics of complex networks using the representative eigenvectors of the
adjacent matrix. The probability distribution functions of the components of the
representative eigenvectors are proposed to describe the localization on networks
where the Euclidean distance is invalid. Several quantities are used to describe the
localization properties of the representative states, such as the participation ratio,
the structural entropy, and the probability distribution function of the nearest
neighbor level spacings for spectra of complex networks. Whole-cell networks in




Then for the directed networks with inhibitory and excitatory couplings spec-
tra analysis, we shall investigate in particular eigenvector localization properties
of random networks for different values of correlation among their entries. Spectra
of random networks with completely uncorrelated entries show a circular distribu-
tion with delocalized eigenvectors, whereas networks with correlated entries have
localized eigenvectors. In order to understand the origin of localization, we track
the spectra as a function of connection probability and directionality. As connec-
tions are made directed, eigenstates start occurring in complex-conjugate pairs and
the eigenvalue distribution combined with the localization measure shows a rich
pattern.
The networks have nontrivial localization properties due to the nontrivial topo-
logical structures. It is also found that the ascending-order-ranked series of the
occurrence probabilities at the nodes behave generally multi-fractal. This charac-
teristic can be used as a structural measure of complex networks.
In Chapter 3, we present a very interesting method about how to detect
the evolutionary history of a network with spectral analysis. This is considered
as a new application of the spectra. In particular, we find that there are complex
networks in the real-world for which there is a positive correlation between the
eigenvalue magnitude and node age. In situations where the network topology is
unknown but short time series measured from nodes are available, we suggest to
uncover the network topology at the present (or any given time of interest) by
using compressive sensing and then perform the spectral analysis.
Finally, a general summary of this dissertation and a perspective of my PhD
research project are given in Chapter 4.
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In this chapter, we shall study the structural characteristics of un-directed
complex networks using the representative eigenvectors of the adjacent matrix and
also apply the spectra analysis for directed complex networks with inhibitory and
excitatory coupling as well.
This Chapter is based on my two published papers [56] [57]. The first part is
from paper [56], whereas the second part is from part of the paper [57].
In the first part of this chapter, we introduce the concept of localization on
complex networks for the un-directed networks. The occurrence probabilities on
the nodes are proposed to describe quantitatively the localization effects. First, the
methods to measure the localization properties are described in details. The par-
ticipation ratio, the structural entropy, and the probability distribution function of
the nearest neighbor level spacing of spectra are used to illustrate the localization
in a global way. Then, wavelet transform is used to find the detailed structural
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properties of the probability distribution function of the occurrence probabilities
on the nodes. Followed as examples, we consider the Watts Strogatz small-world,
the Barabasi-Albert scale-free model networks and whole cell networks in the real
world. Finally the results are shown in the last part. We will show that the global
symmetries in networks can induce multi-fractal structures in the eigenvectors.
As a conclusion, the nontrivial structures of complex networks can induce signifi-
cant localization, which in turn can be used as a global measure of the structural
symmetries.
As for the directed networks in the second part, we will evaluate the appli-
cability of RMT for distribution of eigenvalues of directed networks where entries
in corresponding matrix take values motivated by inhibitory and excitatory cou-
pling between nodes. We study in particular eigenvector localization properties
of various model networks for different values of correlation among their entries.
Spectra of random networks with completely uncorrelated entries show a circular
distribution with delocalized eigenvectors, whereas networks with correlated entries
have localized eigenvectors. The main goal of this part of work is to investigate
the changes in spectral properties of corresponding matrix as underlying directed
network deviates from the perfect community structure.
2.1 Localizations on Undirected Complex Net-
work
Impacts of network structure on the dynamical processes attracts special at-
tentions in recent years [65], such as the synchronization of dynamical systems
on networks, the epidemic spreading on networks, and the PPI interactions on
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networks. In the mean time, different models have been proposed to study and
understand networks which have underpinning network structures. Watts and
Strogatz proposed the ’small-world network’ [2], which captures randomness and
uncovers the larger clustering of real-world networks. Barabasi and Albert generate
a model to capture degree distributions of real world networks [3]. According to
this model, there exist hubs on the networks. Since then tremendous studies about
structure and dynamics of networks came out. Furthermore, there exists extensive
literature demonstrating that the properties of networks are well characterized by
the spectrum of associated adjacency matrices [8][11][52][53][54][55][56][57][58].
In the first part of the present chapter, we map networks to a large molec-
ular clusters, namely, the nodes and edges to atoms and bonds between them,
respectively. The localization properties of electrons in the cluster can be used
as measures of the structure properties of the networks. We try to detect the
global symmetries from the spectra and the eigenvectors of complex networks.
Very recently, much attentions have been focused on detecting global characteris-
tics embedded in spectra of complex networks due to their potential application
in understanding the organization mechanisms and the synchronization dynamics
of complex networks. To our best knowledge, it is the first time to detect the
global characteristics of complex networks from the eigenvectors which contain
more information about the system than eigenvalues.
Besides as a measure of network structures, the structure-induced localization
may have potential application in understanding the electronic properties of mate-
rials such as conductive polymers and carbon nanonets. The intra-chain windings
in conductive polymers can introduce long-range edges into the original one di-
mensional (1-D) systems, resulting in nontrivial network structures [66, 67]. It is
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also found that random networks of carbon nanotubes, called nanonets, can mimic
a variety of basic electronic functions from the conductive properties of metals to
the less conductive characteristics of semiconductors [68]. Indeed, nanonets have
paved the way for the carbon to serve as the foundation for future electronic de-
vices. The effect of network structures on electronic properties is one of the most
active topics in recent years [7, 69].
2.1.1 Methods
We consider a undirected complex network with N identical nodes, whose
topological structure can be described by an adjacent matrix A. The elements
Aij are 1/0 if the nodes i and j are connected/disconnected, respectively. If we
consider the nodes as atoms and the edges as bonds, the network can be mapped to





εn · |n〉 〈n|+
N∑
m6=n
Amn · tmn · |m〉 〈n|, (2.1)
where εn is the site energy and tmn ·Amn the hoping integral for the bond between
sites m and n.
A tight-binding Hamiltonian of Eq. 2.1 is usually used to study the disorder-
induced localizations. In the present form, the matrix A is explicitly introduced to
describe the structure of the system. For a one dimensional (1-D) perfect regular
lattice, we have εn = ε, tmn = t and Amn = δ(m−n±1). The Bloch wave function
of an electron extends all over this perfect regular lattice. Disorder structures
can induce a transition from extended to localized states. The wave function
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for a localized state decreases exponentially with the distance from its center.
The disorder effects include the random distributions of the site energies (εn), the
hoping integrals (tmn) and the edges in structures (Amn). The disorders come from
the different kinds of atoms on the lattice points, the differences of the separations
of successive lattice points and the randomness in structures. At the same time,
there may be some symmetries in the distributions of the site energies, the hoping
integrals and the edges, which may lead to delocalization of the wave functions.
In the usual Anderson model [70], the disorder effect due to the random dis-
tribution of the site energies is considered, i.e., εn is a random variable satisfying
a certain probability distribution function while tmn = t, Amn = δ(m − n ± 1).
The site energies may obey a special distribution rather than that in the Anderson
model, as a periodic [71] or a power-law [72] function. In literatures [73, 74], a one-
dimensional quasi-crystal model is introduced that the separation of two successive
lattice points takes one of the two values u and v. This model considers the disor-
der effect of the distribution of the hoping integrals. We have εn=const., tmn = tu
or tv and Amn = δ(m− n± 1). tu and tv are the hoping integrals corresponding to
the separations u and v, respectively. It is found that quantum systems with quasi-
periodic structures will be in an intermediate state, which can be described with
critical wave functions. A critical wave function obeys a power-law with respect to
the distance from its center.
To investigate the problems as vibration spectra of glasses, instantaneous nor-
mal modes in liquids, electron hopping in amorphous semiconductors and combi-
natorial optimization, Euclidean random matrix (ERM) models are widely used in
literatures [75], in which the disorder is due to the random positions of the sites,
and the matrix elements are given by a deterministic function of the distances.
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The models mentioned above generally focus on the disorder effects of the
site energies and the hopping integrals. These models have also been extended
to nontrivial structured systems such as the Cayley tree [76] and the small-world
networks [66]. Nontrivial effects of the structures of the systems are reported, but
the interplay between the disorders due to the site energies and that due to the
structures makes it difficult to distinguish the structure disorder effect from the
site energy disorder effect.
In the networks considered in this part, however, the nodes are all identical
and the disorder effect comes from the nontrivial topological structure. We focus
our attentions on the disorder effect of the network structure, that is, we assign
εn = 0 and tmn = 1, which leads to H = A. The localization on the network
refers to the network structure-induced characteristics of the wave functions for
this system. The usual Anderson model [70] is a special case that in the networks
there exist connections only between the nearest neighbors in Euclidean space.
Statistically, the structures of networks should display certain symmetries due
to the general rules obeyed in the construction of the networks. Recent works
demonstrate that many theoretical and real world networks have statistically self-
similar structures [6]. Therefore, there are two competitive mechanisms determin-
ing the wave function property, the randomness of the bonds in the networks tends
to cause localization of wave function, whereas the symmetries of the networks
intend to make wave function extended. We thus expect rich structures embedded
in the wave functions. As it is well known, aperiodic crystals lead to the fractal
wave functions [74, 77]. An interesting question is then, how the global symmetries
of networks affect the localization properties. The localization can be used as a
probe of the characteristics of the network structures.
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The states in the center of the energy band have the best chance to remain as
extended for a moderately disordered system. The eigenvector corresponding to
the special eigenvalue close to the center of the spectrum for a network, denoted
by Ec, is employed as the representative state to illustrate the characteristics of
the considered system.
In the traditional study of wave function localization, the physical systems
have deterministic structures in real world Euclidean space, which leads to natu-
ral definitions of the localized, intermediate and extended states of the systems.
Obviously, these definitions are invalid for general complex networks without deter-
ministic structures in Euclidean space. In this thesis, we describe the localization
effects with the probability distribution function (PDF) of the occurring prob-
abilities at the nodes, i.e., the values of the components for the representative
eigenvector. Based on the PDF of the occurring probabilities, the traditional def-
initions are extended to a much more general version to describe the localization
properties on complex networks.
In Euclidean space, for a state Ψ(r), the occurring probability is ρ(r) =
|Ψ(r)|2 ≡ F (r). Because the value of the distance r distributes homogeneously
in the considered region, we can regard it as a homogenously distributed random
variable. The direct sampling method in Monte Carlo simulations tells us that
the probability distribution of ρ should be P (ρ) ∝ dF−1(ρ)
dρ
. Hence, it is reasonable
to define the localized, critical and perfectly extended states on complex networks
with the PDFs of the occurring probabilities,
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ρ−(1+η) |η>0 , critical
ρ−(1+η) |η=0 , localized
. (2.2)
The PDF of the representative function is a very powerful measure to capture the
localization properties. It can be used to find the localization properties without
using distance in real world Euclidean space.
Because no derivative exists for a fractal wave-function in Euclidean space,
the extension procedure in defining critical and localized states on networks can
not be simply used to define fractal property on networks with the PDF of the
occurring probabilities. Here, we detect directly the fractal characteristics in the
ascend-ranked series of the the occurring probabilities, as described in detail in
Section 2.1.4.
2.1.2 Structural Entropy
We denote the representative state with V = (V1, V2, · · · , VN). The occurring
probabilities at the nodes are ρm = |Vm|2 ,m = 1, 2, · · · , N . The localization extent
of the state can be described quantitatively with the participation ratio [78, 79],
Q =
1
N ·∑Nm=1 ρm2 . (2.3)
For a perfect extended state we have Q = 1, while for a state strongly localized on
one node it tends to 1
N







However, this participation ratio can capture only the primary-level complex-
ity in the localization properties, namely, the extension of the representative eigen-
vector to N · Q nodes on the network. Many PDFs with different localization
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behaviors may result in the same Q. The simplest one is a step-like function that
on N · Q nodes the occurring probabilities are 1
N ·Q , while on the left N · (1 − Q)
nodes the occurring probabilities are 0.
The secondary-level complexity in the localization properties is the deviation
of the PDF from the step-like function. This deviation corresponds to the shape




ρm ln ρm − ln(Q ·N). (2.4)
For the simple step-like condition, we have Sstr = 0. Sstr 6= 0 tells us the shape
deviation of PDF from the simple one.
The pair of localization quantities, (Q,Sstr), is widely used up to date to
describe the localization in disordered and aperiodic systems, and the statistical
analysis of spectra in diverse fields such as quantum chemistry, condensed matter
physics, and quantum chaos [81, 82].
2.1.3 Statistical Properties of the Spectra
The localization property can also be described with the random matrix theory
(RMT) [39, 79, 83]. RMT is initially developed to understand the energy levels of
complex nuclei and other kinds of complex quantum systems. Recently, the RMT
theory has been proposed to capture the structure and dynamical properties of
complex networks [84].
One of the most important quantities in the theory is the PDF for the nearest
neighbor level spacings (NNLS) of the spectrum. It is theoretically and numerically
confirmed that at the localization and the extended states the PDFs of the NNLS
should be Poisson and Wigner-Dyson distribution, respectively [85–87]. Generally,
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for an intermediate state, the PDF obeys the Brody distribution,
U(s) = ξβsβ−1exp[−ξsβ], (2.5)
where s is the NNLS and ξ = [Γ(β+1
β
)]β is the characteristic distribution width.
The the Poisson and the Wigner-Dyson distributions are the two extremes with
β = 1 and β = 2, respectively.
Introducing the accumulated function, C(s) =
∫ s
0









= β ln s− β ln 1
ξ
. (2.6)
From this formula we can testify the Brody distribution and determine reliably the
values of the parameters β and ξ.
In order to get universal properties of the fluctuation of the eigenvalues, to
make the spacings s in units of local mean level spacing, we should conduct a
standard procedure, called unfolding. Denoting the spectrum of a network with
λ1, λ2, · · · , λN , the accumulation density function for the spectrum is G(λm) =
m,m = 1, 2, · · · , N . Fitting this relation with a polynomial function, we can split
it into a smooth part, Gav, where is the averaged integrated eigenvalue density and
a fluctuation part as,
G(λm) = Gav(λm) +Gf (λm). (2.7)
The NNLS can be obtained as,
si = Gav(λi+1)−Gav(λi), i = 1, 2, · · · , N − 1, (2.8)
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For a complex network, we generally have not enough knowledge on its spectrum.
In the standard random theory, a random matrix has generally some perfect char-
acteristics, e.g., all the elements are uncorrelated and obey a same isolated identical
distribution.
But an adjacency matrix of a network deviates generally from the standard
random matrix, because the network has non-trivial patterns. Hence, we have
less knowledge on the characteristics of the spectrum. A proper way to conduct
unfolding is to fit the integrated spectral distribution function with a polynomial
function.
There appears a technical problem that how to select the order of the polyno-
mial function. A proper criterion is that the order should be large enough so that
the behaviors for nearest neighbor spacing distribution function keep unchanged in
a considerable wide range of order. Here, the order of the polynomial function is
17. 17th order turns out to be enough for our purpose, and it is still a reasonable
calculating order for the computer to do the polynomial. After the unfolding, the
average level spacing will be unity, which is independent of the system.
2.1.4 Wavelet Transform
The detailed properties for the PDF of the occurring probabilities can be used
as the measure of the global structure symmetries. However, determining this
PDF is a nontrivial task [88]. Assume the probability values have been sorted in
ascending order, namely, ρ = {ρ1 ≤ ρ2 · · · ≤ ρN}, which can be regarded as the
profile of the nearest spacing series, ∆ρ = {ρ2 − ρ1, ρ3 − ρ2, · · · , ρN − ρN−1}. The
local structures of ∆ρ can tell us the probability distribution function of ρ. It is
found that the series ρ generally behaves multi-fractal.
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The wavelet transform (WT) [89] is used to detect the fractal properties em-
bedded in the ascend-ranked series ρ. The increasing trend in the series ρ makes
the box-counting-based techniques invalid to quantify the local scalings. In the
wavelet transform, the contributions of the polynomial trends can be removed ef-
fectively. A multi-fractal series can be decomposed into many subsets characterized
by different local Hurst exponent h, which quantifies the local singular behavior
and thus relates to the local scaling of the series. The statistical properties of these
subsets can be quantified by the fractal dimension D(h) of the subset whose local
Hurst exponent is h.
As a standard procedure, we first find theWTmaximal values, (Tg(a, ρk(a)), k =
k1, k2, · · · , kJ), where a is the given scale. The partition function should scale in




|Tg(a, ρk(a))|q ∼ aτ(q). (2.9)
The fractal dimension D(h) can be obtained through the Legendre transform,
D(h) = qh− τ(q), h = dτ(q)
dq
. (2.10)
For a mono-fractal structure we have a linear relation, τ(q) = qH − 1. H is the
global Hurst exponent. For positive and negative q, τ(q) reflects the scaling of the
large fluctuations and small fluctuations, respectively.
We use the real analytic wavelet g(n) among the class of derivatives of the
Gaussian function, by which the polynomial trends up to n order can be removed.
The results with n = 7 are presented. n = 5 and n = 6 lead almost the same
results. As comparison we detect also the scaling behaviors in the randomized
series ρR, called shuﬄed series.
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In this thesis, we are interested in the characteristic point at which the frac-
tal dimension reaches its maximum value, (hc, D(hc)). It can tell us the non-
homogeneous distribution of the series ρ and the fractal characteristics of the prin-
cipal subset.
2.1.5 Numerical Results
We examine the localization behaviors for the cellular networks [90], which
are compiled by using a graph-theoretical representation of all the biochemical
pathways based upon the WIT integrated-pathway genome database of 43 species
from Archaea, Bacteria and Eukarya [91]. The whole cellular networks consider
the cellular functions as intermediate metabolism and bioenergetics, information
pathways, electron transport, and transmembrane transport. The direct edges are
replaced simply with non-directed edges. We consider only the cellular networks
with the sizes larger than 500.
We study also the localization behaviors for the the Watts-Strogatz small-
world (WSSW) [2] and the Barabasi-Albert scale-free (BASF) [3] networks. For
the WSSW model, we construct firstly a regular circle lattice with each node
connecting with its d right-handed nearest neighbors. For each edge we rewire it
with probability pr to another randomly selected node. Self- and double-edges are
forbidden. By this way, we can introduce randomness into the resulting networks.
Moreover, compared with that for the initial regular lattice, the rewiring procedure
may introduce also “long-range” edges to the resulting networks, which can reduce
significantly the average number of hops required for the nodes to reach each other.
This is the so-called small-world effect.
The BASF networks are the results of a preferential growth mechanism which
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exists widely in diverse fields. Starting from several connected nodes as a seed,
at each growth step a new node is added and w edges are established between
this node and the existing network. The probability for an existing node being
connected with the new node is proportional to its degree. Self- and double-edges
are forbidden. For the resulting networks, the number of edges per node obeys a
power-law, namely, no characterized scale exists in this distribution.
Figure 2.1 presents the localization quantities, (Q,Sstr), for the networks. For
the WSSW networks, the randomness introduced by the rewiring procedure has
two competitive effects, the long-range edges which favors the extension, and the
broken of symmetry which induces the localization. For the BASF networks, the
increase of w increases the heterogeneity and the connections between the nodes,
which induce the localization and the extension, respectively. Hence, there exist
complex relations between pr or w and (Q,Sstr) for the two kinds of networks,
as shown in Fig. 2.1(a)-(b) and (c)-(d), respectively. For the WSSW networks,
the participation ratio decreases rapidly from 1 to 0.22 when pr changes slightly
from 0 to 0.02, and then goes up gradually with the increase of pr. As for the
structural entropy, it increases abruptly when pr changes from 0 to 0.02, after that
it decreases gradually with the increase of pr.
Figure 2.2 shows Sstr versus Q. As references, we calculate also the local-
ization quantities for the critical and the localized states, namely, P (ρ) ∼ ρ−(1+η)
and P (ρ) ∼ 1
ρ
, respectively. Starting from ρ(r) ∼ r−σ, we calculate the values
of ρ( n
N
), n = 1, 2, · · · , N . The resulting normalized values can be regarded as the
localized state. The critical sates with σ = 1 ∼ 10 are calculated, and the corre-
sponding values of η are 0.5 ∼ 0.05, respectively. N is the size of the considered
networks. The same procedure can be used to generate the localized states by
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Figure 2.1: The localization quantities (Q,Sstr) for the WSSW and BASF
networks. There exist complex relations between pr or w and (Q,Sstr) for the
BASF and WSSW networks. For the WSSW networks, from pr = 0 to pr =
0.02 there exists an abrupt decrease/increase in value of Q/ Sstr, as shown in
(a)-(b)) respectively. Then with the increase of the rewiring probability pr the
participation ratio tends to increase while the structural entropy tends to decrease;
(c)-(d) Results for the BASF networks.
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starting from ρ(r) ∼ exp(−µr). The localized states with µ = 0.01 ∼ 100 are
generated.
The localization properties of the BASF networks can be captured by the
critical states with extremely small values of η. The WSSW and whole cellular
networks are generally in between the two typical (localized and extended) states.
We find that the PDFs of the NNLS for all the networks can be described
very well by using the Brody distribution in a unified way. The results for the
parameter β are shown in Fig. 2.3. For the WSSW networks, with the increase of
the rewiring probability pr, the parameter β increases rapidly from 1.02 ± 0.053
at pr = 0 to 1.95± 0.065 at pr = 0.14. For pr > 0.14, β are almost same, namely
∼ 2.0. That is, the representative eigenvector changes from a nearly localized
state (pr = 0) to an extended state in this interval of pr. For the networks with
pr > 0.14, the representative eigenvectors are almost perfectly extended. While
for the BASF networks, with the increase of w, the more edges can induce the
significant extensions of the representative states. β reaches its asymptotic value
∼ 1.90. Due to the heterogeneity, the BASF networks can not reach a perfectly
extended state.
In a considerable wide range of q, the partition functions behave scale-invariant
as in Eq. 2.9. There are three kinds of typical WT transform results. Here we
present several typical examples. In the whole range of q = −5 ∼ 5, the WSSW
network with pr = 0.05 and the BASF network with w = 8 are multi-fractal
with only one characteristic point (hc, D(hc)), as shown in Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5,
respectively. Sometimes, the multi-fractal degenerates to mono-fractal. Fig. 2.6
gives another condition where the fractal behaviors can be separated into two
branches, namely, q < 0 and q > 0. The characteristic points for these two
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Figure 2.2: The structure entropy Sstr versus participation ratio Q for the
WSSW, BASF and whole cellular networks. The localization quantities for
the distributions, P (ρ) ∼ ρ−(1+η) and P (ρ) ∼ 1
ρ
, namely, the critical and localized
sates, are shown as references. Starting from ρ(r) ∼ r−σ, the set of normalized
values of ρ( n
N
), n = 1, 2, · · · , N can be regarded as the critical state. Assigning
σ = 1 ∼ 10, the corresponding values of η are 0.5 ∼ 0.05. N is the size of the
considered networks. The same procedure is also used to generate the localized
states by starting from ρ(r) ∼ exp(−µr). The localized states with µ = 0.01 ∼ 100
are generated. The localization properties of the BASF networks can be captured
by the critical state with extremely significantly small values of η. The WSSW
and whole cellular networks are generally in between the two typical states.
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Figure 2.3: The value of Brody parameter β versus network parameters
pr and w.(a) WSSW networks; (b) BASF networks.
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branches are not same. That is, the principal subsets for the large fluctuations and
the small fluctuations are different. These three conditions are called mono-fractal,
multi-fractal and branched multi-fractal, respectively.
The scaling properties for the real world networks and the modeling networks
are listed in Table 2.1. For the mono- and multi-fractals, we present simply the
global Hurst exponent H and the characteristic point (hc, D(hc)), respectively. For
the branched multi-fractal we give the scaling characteristics for the two branches
q < 0 and q > 0, which are separated by the division symbol ”/”. To cite an
example, for the cellular network M.jannaschii, the characteristic point for the
branch q < 0 is (0.63, 0.96) and that for the branch q > 0 is (0.83, 1.03). It is
denoted with (0.63, 0.96)/(0.83, 1.03). The results for the corresponding shuﬄed
series are presented also. We discard the networks that the scaling behaviors of
the original ρ and the randomized series ρR are undistinguishable. The sizes of the
WSSW and BASF networks are N = 2000. N = 1000, 3000 and 4000 lead almost
same results (not shown in Table.2.1).
The WSSW and BASF networks are almost all mono- or multi-fractals with
the values of hc mainly in the range of 0.66±0.05. However, most of the considered
real world networks behave branched multi-fractal. The Hurst exponents lager
than 1 and near 0 correspond to non-singularity and white noises, respectively.
Discarding these trivial conditions, we find that the multi-fractal behaviors are
embedded in the branches of q > 0. And the values of hc are basically in the range
of 0.8 ± 0.05. The larger values of hc for the large fluctuations in the real world
networks show us the much more non-homogeneous structures of the PDF of ρ.
That is, the PDF of ρ for the real world networks tend to form much sharper peaks
at different scales.
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Figure 2.4: The multi-fractal scaling characteristics of the ascend-ranked
series ρ for the WSSW networks. The multi-fractal behavior for the WSSW
network with d = 2, N = 2000 and pr = 0.05 is presented as a typical example. In
the whole range of q = −5 ∼ 5, there is only one characteristic point, (hc, D(hc)) =
(0.63, 0.958).
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Figure 2.5: The multi-fractal scaling characteristics of the ascend-ranked
series ρ for the BASF networks. The multi-fractal behavior for the BASF
network with w = 8 and N = 2000 is presented as a typical example. In the
whole range of q = −5 ∼ 5, there is only one characteristic point, (hc, D(hc)) =
(0.61, 0.942).
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Figure 2.6: The branched multi-fractal scaling characteristics of the
ascend-ranked series ρ for the real world networks. The branched multi-
fractal behavior for the whole cellular network of M.jannaschii is presented as a
typical example. The two branches q < 0 and q > 0 lead to different characteristic
points, (hc1, D(hc1)) = (0.63, 0.96) and (hc2, D(hc2)) = (0.83, 1.03).
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It should be noted that in the present thesis the structure-induced localization
is used as a probe of structure properties of complex networks. We detect the local-
ization properties for the WSSW, BASF model networks and the cellular networks,
but it dose not imply and require any localization-related dynamical process (such
as waves) occurring on the real-world systems.
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Table 2.1: The scaling properties of the ascend-ranked series ρ for the
WSSW, BASF and whole cellular networks. The characteristic points
(hc, D(hc)) for multi-fractal or H for mono-fractal are presented, which reflect
the characteristics of the principal subsets. For the branched multi-fractals, the
characteristic points for the branches q > 0 and q < 0 are separated by the division
symbol ”/”. The results for the shuﬄed series are also presented as comparison.
The hc for the WSSW and BASF networks are basically in the range of 0.66±0.05,
while that or the whole cellular networks are much larger as 0.8±0.05.The asterisks























































pr = 0.02 (0.64, 0.980) (0.35, 0.964)
C. jejuni 0.07/(0.82, 0.95)(0.71, 0.883) pr = 0.06 (0.64, 0.959) (0.43, 0.966)
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E. coli 1.45/(0.78, 0.95)
(0.45, 0.974)/
(0.68, 0.934)
pr = 0.10 (0.62, 1.004) (0.34, 0.963)























pr = 0.36 0.687 (0.33, 0.962)
C.
tepidum








w = 1 1.099 0.887/0.00
H. in-
fluenzae
3.82/0.59 (0.81, 0.964) w = 2 (0.58, 0.976) 1.500/0.00
H. pylori 4.33/0.81 (0.61, 0.895) w = 3 0.638 1.135/0.00
M.
leprae
3.68/0.50 (0.70, 0.887) w = 4 1.06/0.40 1.197/0.00
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N. gon-
orrhoeae



















(0.54, 0.924) (0.45, 0.901) w = 9 0.516 0.691/0.00
E. fae-
calis
(0.84, 0.954) (0.65, 0.880) w = 10 0.721 0.696/0.00
2.2 Localizations on Directed Networks
As we presented in the first part, all the above investigations are performed for
un-directed networks which has symmetric adjacency matrix and whose eigenvalues
are real. But many complex systems are described by directed networks [1], for
example world wide web, social networks, and PPI biological networks, henceforth
lead to complex eigenvalues of the corresponding adjacency matrices.
As we know, most of the theoretical investigations and applications of RMT
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have been focused on symmetric matrices. Asymmetric matrices are less well un-
derstood. Recently few numerical studies on spectral properties of asymmetric
matrices have been done in the context of google networks [92, 93].
In this part, we will give the spectra analysis of directed networks where
entries in corresponding matrix take values motivated by inhibitory and excitatory
coupling between nodes, and the entries in the matrix take values 0, −1 and +1,
respectively. The matrix corresponding to these networks is not random, position
of entries depends on the underlying network structure. The real world networks
and model networks are sparse, so most of the entries in the corresponding matrix
are zero.
Spectral densities of directed random networks with entries 0, +1 and −1 have
been studied analytically and numerically in [94]. In [94], eigenvalues spectra of
large random matrices with excitatory and inhibitory columns drawn from distri-
bution with different means and equal or different variances have been computed.
Interestingly, spectra of these random matrices (with 0 and 1, −1 entries) also
follow Girko’s circle law.
In this section, we will investigated spectra and localization properties of di-
rected networks with binary entries.
2.2.1 Spectra Analysis Methods
We obtain directionality of edges of networks as following: assign equal proba-
bility to a node to be inhibitory or excitatory. All edges starting from an excitatory
node would take value +1, and those starting from an inhibitory node would take
value −1. It means the corresponding adjacency matrix A gets entries as follows:
if ith node is excitatory, Aij = 1 for all the j nodes which have connections with
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i, and if ith node is inhibitory, Aij = −1. The corresponding matrix has following
two properties: (a) |Aij| = |Aji|, and (b) a row has all entries either +1 or −1. This
configuration would lead to zero mean (
∑
i,j A(i, j) ∼ 0), and standard deviation
σ2 ∼ τ . We denote the eigenvalues of network by λn, n = 1, . . . , N , where N is
the size of networks.
Then we numerically analyze the adjacency matrix of the network to obtain a
set of eigenvalues λm = Rm+ iIm, and eigenvectors Vi. To characterize localization
properties of eigenvectors Vi, we use Inverse Participation Ratio (IPR) which is the







where Vi(j), j = 1, . . . , N are the components of eigenvector V
i. The meaning
of I is illustrated by two limiting cases : (i) a vector with identical components
Vi(j) ≡ 1/
√
N has Ii = N , means most extended, whereas (ii) a vector with one
component Vi(j) = 1 and the remainders zero has Ii = 1, here the eigenstate is
localized.
Although the IPR in general is used to understand the localization property





where angular bracket denotes an ensemble average, can be used as a measure
for localization properties of whole spectra altogether [95].
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2.2.2 Spectral Properties for Completely Uncorrelated (Di-
rected) Random Networks
In the following, first we provide the eigenstate properties of Erdo¨s-Re´nyi
random networks [96] having different average degrees, and then track the spec-
tral properties as a parameter of τ . The value of τ is a measure of uncorrelaion
(directionality) or correlation for a network.
We consider completely uncorrelated random networks, for which τ = 0 and
connection probability is p. Since we take equal probability of a node being in-
hibitory or excitatory, the expected number of +1 and −1 entries are approxi-
mately same. The mean and variance of this network can be calculated as µ = 0
and σ2 = p.
Fig. 2.7 plots eigenvalues together with IPR for random networks with different
probabilities of connections.
As we do not consider self-connection, the diagonal elements of the matrix
are zero, and hence eigenvalues are distributed around origin 0. Eigenvalues are
distributed in circular region of radius
√
Np(1− p). For larger values of p, few
pairs of eigenvalues get separated from the circular bulk. The bulk circular region
still lie between −√Np(1− p),√Np(1− p). For p = 1 which corresponds to
globally coupled network, there is one conjugate pair of eigenvalues with absolute
value
√
N which are non-degenerate, rest of eigenvalues are degenerate with values
+1 and −1.
Different connections probabilities lead to different expected average degree
of the network. For low connection probability, p = 0.005, one gets localized
eigenstates at four corners of the real and imaginary axis. Apart this four corners
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Figure 2.7: Spectra with IPR for directed random networks having dif-
ferent connection probabilities p. Size of networks are N = 2000, and spectra
are plotted for 10 random realization for each value of p. x and y axis plot the
real and imaginary part of the eigenvalues, and color denotes the value of corre-
sponding IPR. Value of IPR varies from IPR = 1 (localized, dark gray blue) to
IPR = 2000 (extended, dark gray red). Note the scale of color axis for this case,
which is different from other figures.
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the eigenstates on real axis are also more localized. As connection probability
increases overall distribution of eigenvalues remains same, i.e. homogeneous, except
for larger p few pairs of eigenvalues get separated from the bulk circular region [92].
Except eigenstates lying on real axis, other eigenstates located towards light gray
blue, denoting delocalization. The isolated eigenstates are maximal delocalized,
which implies that eigenstates having large absolute eigenvalues are more random
than the bulk part. Very small values of p yields a delocalized spectra (Fig 2.7a),
which may be due to the sparseness of connections.
Here we would like to mention that, the above behavior is for the special ar-
rangement of +1 and −1 entries in the matrix, a row has all +1 or −1 entries
depending upon whether the corresponding node is excitatory or inhibitory. For a
random network with entries +1 and −1 randomly distributed, the radius of circu-
lar region scales with average degree of the network, i.e.
√
pN , and all eigenvalues
lie within the bulk regions even for larger value of p including p = 1.
2.2.3 Tracking Spectral Localization Properties from Sym-
metric to Asymmetric (or Directed) Networks
In this section we investigate the origin of localization or delocalization of
eigenstates by tracking the spectra as connections are made undirected. We start
with a network having all nodes excitatory leading to a symmetric network, now
with probability (1- τ)/2 some nodes are made inhibitory. τ = 0 corresponds to the
case when half of nodes are made inhibitory, leading to a completely uncorrelated
network. As the fraction τ of connections are made symmetric, the mean and
variance take forms as:
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(Aij − µ)2 ∼ p(1 + τp− 2τ 2p), (2.13)
where τ = 1 corresponds to a symmetric network which we call a complete
deviation from the directed network, i.e. A(i, j) = A(j, i). We call ”deviation from
directionality” because as one deviates from completely directed networks, spectra
deviate from the circular structure. For a network, where nodes are inhibitory or
excitatory with equal probability, < Aij >= 0 and < A
2
ij >∼ p.
Figure 2.8 plots the spectra along with IPR values for random networks for
different values of τ . The largest eigenvalue lies on real axis well separated from
the bulk. Isolation of largest eigenvalue from rest is well known observation for
real symmetric random matrices having non zero mean [97]. It was proved in
[97] that such an isolated eigenvalue exists for a large matrix if the mean value of
the elements is not zero and rather carries substantial fraction of the root mean
square of the elements. Further more, the associated eigenvector would have all its
components close to equality.
Now let us first consider the case with τ = 1. The corresponding matrix
would be a symmetric matrix with pN(N − 1) entries being +1 and rest being
0, the mean and variance of this matrix can be calculated as µ = p and σ2 =
p(1 − p), respectively (Eq. 2.13). The largest eigenvalue of the matrix scales as
pN , which is equal to the average degree of the network. Rest of the eigenvalues
are homogeneously distributed in a circular region of radius pN(1− p).
As connected are made directed, the mean µ decreases, and for τ = 0, mean
takes value 0, and variance is simply given by p which is connection probability. As
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Figure 2.8: Spectra with the IPR for random networks having different
values of τ . The size and average degree of the networks in all sub-figures are the
same which are N = 2000 and < k >= 10 respectively. τ = 1 corresponds to a
symmetric network, and τ = 0 corresponds to complete asymmetric network (see
the text). the values of IPR varies from I = 0 [dark gray (blue)at the bottom of
the shading scale] to I = 1300 [dark gray(red) at the top of the scale].
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connections are made directed, eigenvalues start appearing in complex conjugate
pairs, and we can divide spectra into two parts: (A) part of spectra with real
eigenvalues, and (B) part of spectra having complex conjugate pairs of eigenvalues.
For τ = 0.8, which means 20% of connections are made directed, a large number
of eigenvalues is still in group (A), i.e., they lie on real axis. Complex conjugate
pairs of eigenvalues form a oval shape which is well separated from real axis (see
Figure 2.8). The localization properties of eigenstates from both the groups do not
change much, as bulk part which is separated from real axis is still delocalized,
only middle part of eigenstates lying at real axis are more localized (group (A))
delocalized than a completely symmetric network.
As more connections are made directed, complex conjugate pairs of eigenvalues
start appearing with delocalized states. Bulk of the complex conjugates pairs lying
at both sides of real axis and forming oval shape (group (B)) are delocalized, only
few eigenvalues in this group with largest absolute value remain localized. Eigen-
values forming group (A) also show similar features as group (B), eigenstates with
larger eigenvalues at both ends remain localized, whereas rest of the eigenstates
are more delocalized than earlier.
Moreover, with directed connections increasing (value of τ is decreased), size
of group (B) also keeps increasing, and consequently two parts of eigenstates come
closer. For τ = 0.2, group (B) is no longer separated from the eigenstates lying on
real axis (group (A)).
2.2.4 The Localization Properties for the Whole Networks
We also calculate total IPR < I > in order to get a measure for localization
of the whole network.
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Figure 2.9: The total IPR for directed random network. (a) < I > vs lg p
for a random network with N = 2000,τ = 0 (completed uncorrelated network) for
various value of p or an average degree < k >. (b) < I > vs τ for N = 2000,
< k >= 20 and for ten ensemble average of the random networks.
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In Fig. 2.9 (a), we plot the total IPR, < I > vs lg p for completely uncorre-
lated (directed) random networks mentioned in Sec. 2.2.2, with varying value of p
or an average degree < k >. The network size always remains same, N = 2000.
The range for p is taken from p = 0.001 to p = 0.9. We do not plot the graph
below p ∼ 0.001, as for N = 2000, smaller value of p yields several disconnected
clusters.
Fig. 2.9 (b) plots the total IPR, < I > vs τ for the networks mentioned in
Sec. 2.2.3, with a particular value of connection probability p = 0.01 and network
size N = 2000. Starting from a symmetric network (τ = 1), connection are
made directed with probability (1− τ). Overall spectral delocalization increases as
connections are made directed leading to occurrence of complex conjugate pairs of
eigenvalues in spectra. Delocalization reaches its maximum for τ = 0 value which
corresponds to a complete un-correlated or directed network.
2.3 Summary
In this chapter,we have investigated the localization properties on complex
networks.
For the undirected networks, the probability distribution function of the repre-
sentative eigenvector is proposed to describe the localization properties of complex
networks. The localization quantities (Q,Sstr), the PDFs of the NNLS and the
wavelet transform have been used to capture the characteristics of the representa-
tive state. The nontrivial structures of the networks can induce the localizations
of the representative states. At the same time, because of the global symmetries
of the networks, the representative state have nontrivial structures rather than the
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step-like distribution.
In addition, we have also analyzed spectra and localization properties of di-
rected networks with binary entries. The networks with inhibitory and excita-
tory nodes have much rich spectra than the undirected networks. The particular
eigenvector localization properties of random networks for different values of cor-
relation among their entries were investigated. Spectra of random networks with
completely uncorrelated entries show a circular distribution with delocalized eigen-
vectors, whereas networks with correlated entries have localized eigenvectors. In
order to understand the origin of localization, the spectra as a function of con-
nection probability and directionality were tracked here. As connections are made
directed, eigenstates start occurring in complex-conjugate pairs and the eigenvalue
distribution combined with the localization measure shows a rich pattern.
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Chapter 3
Evolutionary Clues Embedded in
Network Structure
In the last chapter, we have studied the large scale structure and systematic
level dynamics of certain model networks and real world networks using tools from
Random Matrix Theory(RMT) and nonlinear dynamics.
In this chapter, we present a spectral-analysis based method to detect the
evolutionary history of a network which is a fundamental question in network
science. We find that in a complex network, different groups of nodes may have
been existed for different amounts of time. In particular, we find that there are
complex networks in the real-world for which there is a positive correlation between
the eigenvalue magnitude and node age.
First, we concentrate on the situations where the network topology has already
obtained. Then for the unknown structure networks, but short time series measured
from nodes are available, we suggest to uncover the network topology at the present
(or any given time of interest) by using compressive sensing and then perform the
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spectral analysis.
This chapter is based on my third publication Ref.[98].
3.1 Motivations
Many large complex networks in existence today are the results of some evo-
lutionary processes such as growth [99]. The Internet is one best example, which
has undergone tremendous expansion in the past two decades. Growth in a decen-
tralized manner also appears to be the hallmark of other types of networks such as
various biological, social and economical networks (e.g., Facebook). Given a com-
plex network but without any knowledge of its evolutionary history, one might be
interested in the distribution of the “ages” of various nodes or subgroups of nodes
in the network. Information about the node ages can provide deep insights into
the organization and structure of the underlying network, and may have significant
applications. For example, in a social network, the lifetimes of certain subgroups
of nodes may be closely related to the network backbone structure in terms of
the roles that these subgroups play in the function of the network, e.g., leadership
roles. In a biological network, nodes of longer lifetimes can be more critical to
the various functions of the network. It is thus of considerable interest to develop
a systematic method to uncover the evolutionary ages of subgroups of nodes in
complex networks.
Two situations arise when addressing the age-detection problem in complex
networks: (1) network topology is known and (2) the topology is unknown but
only time series measured or observed from various nodes are available.
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In the first case we shall establish that the spectrum of the network connec-
tivity matrix, or the Laplacian matrix, is directly related to the evolutionary ages
of various subgroups of nodes in the network. In the second case, we shall make
use of a recently developed method of time-series based reverse engineering of com-
plex networks [100] to uncover the network topology, and then could analyze the
spectrum of the predicted Laplacian matrix to obtain estimates of the age distri-
bution of nodes. Our approach thus defines a framework in which the problem
of evolutionary-age detection of nodes in complex networks can be addressed in a
systematic way. While our method does not require a positive correlation between
the node degree and age, a correlation between the eigenvalue and the node age is
necessary.
It is useful to point out that for the class of scale-free networks that are gener-
ated according to the preferential-attachment rule [3], the problem of evolutionary-
age estimation may be trivial. In particular, this growth rule stipulates that the
probability for an existing node to acquire new links is proportional to its degree,
implying a strong correlation between the node degree and its lifetime. Thus, for a
scale-free network evolved predominantly according to the preferential-attachment
rule, the ages of various nodes can be predicted simply by examining the de-
grees. However, many real-world networks deviate significantly from the scale-free
topology [99] and, for them the problem of detecting node evolutionary ages is
nontrivial. Nonetheless, scale-free networks provide an ideal test bed to validate
our spectrum-analysis method.
We shall emphasize that, although our method is suitable even for networks
for which there is no positive correlation between node degree and age, its appli-
cability is limited to networks for which there is a positive correlation between the
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properties of the eigenmodes and the node age. For networks with which no evolu-
tionary process can be affiliated, such as various citation networks and twitter-type
of social networks where the importance of a node may not be related with its age,
our method is not applicable.
In Sec. 3.2, we shall describe the main ideas underlying our method. In Sec.
3.3, we shall validate the method by using scale-free networks generated by the
standard preferential-attachment rule and by the duplication/divergence mecha-
nism, which are especially relevant to social and biological systems, respectively.
In Sec. 3.4, we shall consider a realistic biological network, the protein-protein
interaction network for which the age distribution of nodes is available, to further
validate our method. In Sec. 3.5, we shall address the situation where the network
topology is not known a priori but only time series are available. We shall make
use of the reverse-engineering approach [100] to map out the network topology,
and demonstrate that our method yields correctly and accurately the spectrum of
the Laplacian matrix. A brief conclusion is presented in Sec. 3.6.
3.2 Method
For an undirected complex network with N identical nodes, its topological
structure can be described by the Laplacian matrix L [56, 57, 101–103], where the
off-diagonal elements of L are Li6=j = Lj 6=i = −1(0), if the nodes i and j are con-
nected (disconnected), respectively. The diagonal elements are Lii = −
∑
j 6=i Lij =
ki, where ki is the number of the nodes connected directly with the node i (node
degree).
We consider the nodes as atoms and the edges as bonds, the network can
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be mapped to a large molecule. For an electron moving in such a molecule, the




εn · |n〉 〈n|+
N∑
m6=n
τmn · |m〉 〈n|, (3.1)
where εn is the site energy and τmn is the hopping integral for the bond between
sites m and n .
Because all the nodes and the couplings are identical, we have
τm6=n = cLm6=n. (3.2)
The parameter c is the coupling strength for each bond. Without lose of generaliza-
tion, we can set c = 1. We assign the site energy, εi = ki. These two assumptions
lead to
H = L. (3.3)
For a connected network, the eigenvalues of L are nonnegative and can be
ranked as 0 = λ1 ≤ λ2 · · · ≤ λN . The corresponding eigenvectors areX1, X2, · · · , XN ,
whose wavelengths are sorted in a descending order. Each eigenvector contains
components concentrated on various nodes in the network.
For a regular or a small-world network [2], the eigenvectors typically exhibit
some wave patterns with certain wavelengths [104, 105]. When a perturbation
is applied to the network, the affected eigenvectors are those whose wavelengths
match the size of the perturbation (i.e., the number of nodes that it affects). In this
case, some localized structure in the affected eigenvectors can emerge. Eigenvectors
associated with small eigenvalues usually have large wavelengths, and so they are
sensitive to perturbation on a global scale. In contrast, eigenvectors associated with
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large eigenvalues are most sensitive to localized perturbations that are applied to
a small set of nodes in the network.
An example is given in Fig. 3.1, for a one-dimensional regular lattice ofN = 10
nodes with periodic boundary condition, where each node is connected with 2
neighbors on either side so that the node has 4 nearest neighbors. Then we choose
node 6 connecting to node 3 and node 9. The new network is considered as a
perturbed one.
Figure 3.1: Examples of (a) Regular ring networkN = 10, (b) Perturbed network
by connecting node 6 with node 3 and node 9.
The responses of the eigenvectors to perturbations thus reflect the structure of
the network at different scales. To deep study this point, we give a larger network in
Fig. 3.2, which is also for a one-dimensional regular lattice of N = 100 nodes with
periodic boundary condition, where each node is also connected with 2 neighbors
on either side.
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Figure 3.2: The sensitive localization effects on eigenvectors which are
affected by the structure perturbation to the small world networks. For a
regular ring network of 100 nodes where each node has four neighbors, (a) examples
of typical, periodic-wave like eigenvectors, (b) typical eigenvectors when each node
in the group of indices between 40 and 60 acquires two additional links, one on each
side. We observe significant distortions from the periodic-wave pattern, which are
localized between the 40th and 60th components of eigenvectors associated with
relatively large eigenvalues. (c) Representation of all eigenvectors, where those
associated with eigenvalues from λ′90 to λ
′
100 are significantly more sensitive to the
structural perturbation to the network. 74
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Shown in Fig. 3.2(a) are representative eigenvectors, where the values of
N ·X2i (s) are plotted and X2i (s) is the sth component of the eigenvector Xi. We
see that the eigenvectors represent periodic waves of wavelengths ranging from N
to 2. To observe the effect of local structural perturbation on the eigenvectors, we
add two more links to each node in the group of nodes whose indices are between
40 and 60 so that each node in this perturbed group now has six nearest neighbors.
Let λ′i (i = 1, . . . , N) be the eigenvalues in the perturbed network. Figure
3.2(b) shows some representative eigenvectors. We observe that the eigenvectors









unchanged. However, eigenvectors associated with relatively large eigenvalues,
such as λ′100, are strongly altered by the perturbation but the changes are focused
on the perturbed group of nodes.
Figure 3.2(c) shows the distribution of the magnitudes of all eigenvectors on
nodes in the network, where we see that those associated with eigenvalues λ′90
to λ′100 are sensitive to the perturbation with large variations appearing on the
perturbed nodes.
It should be noted that the eigenmodes are just a simple extension of the nor-
mal modes in Gaussian network model (GNM) [106, 107]. In the elastic networks
described by GNM, the position of each node can be described with its coordinates
in Euclidean space, while complex networks have only topological structures. Be-
cause our focus is on the nontrivial properties of eigenmodes induced by structural
patterns, we reduce the harmonic couplings to a simple version instead of the 3-
dimensional one in GNM. What is more, the eigenmodes are used just as probes of
structural patterns. It does not imply and require any relevant dynamical processes
occurring in the real-world networks.
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For complex networks that do not possess a regular backbone, such as random
[96] and scale-free [3] networks, the eigenvectors in general do not exhibit any peri-
odic wave structure. Nonetheless, the observation that the eigenvectors associated
with larger eigenvalues are more sensitive to structural perturbations can be used
to infer the evolutionary age of nodes. To see this, consider a scale-free network
evolved according to the preferential-attachment rule [3], for which there is a pos-
itive correlation between the node degree and lifetime. That is, nodes of “old”
ages tend to have more links and they are thus more susceptible to perturbations
applied randomly to the network during the evolutionary process. Since the eigen-
vectors of large eigenvalues are quite sensitive to perturbations (c.f., Fig. 3.2), we
expect the large-degree nodes to dominate these eigenvectors. As a result, large
eigenvalues tend to correspond to nodes of long lifetime. This argument suggests
that, nodes having the most significant components of the eigenvectors associated
with the largest eigenvalues are likely to possess the longest lifetime in the network.
3.3 Validation with Scale-Free Networks
To exemplify the relation between eigenvalues and node ages, we consider
standard scale-free networks [3]. Each network has N = 2000 nodes, which is
evolved following the preferential-attachment rule so that the age of the ith node
is N − i + 1. For a given eigenvalue, the lifetime of the associated eigenvector is
the average age of all nodes contained in the vector, weighted by the respective
components of the eigenvector.
Figures 3.3(a-c) show the ages of the eigenvectors Xi versus the index i for
three networks of different edge density w. The significant feature common to
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all three cases is that the average age of the nodes dominating some eigenvector
increases on average with the eigenvalue. The average degree of each eigenvector,
i.e., the weighted average of the degrees of all nodes associated with the vector,
shows the same tendency, as shown in Figs. 3.3(d-f), where the average degree is
presented on a logarithmic scale.
For each network, the sizes of the eigenvectors are shown in Figs. 3.3(g-i),
where the size of an eigenvector is defined to be the number of nodes on which
the vector component is larger than a small threshold value. For sufficiently dense
network, e.g., Fig. 3.3(i), the size tends to decrease on average with the eigenvalue,
indicating that a small group of nodes have extraordinarily long lifetimes in the
network and their relative ages can be identified simply by examining the associated
eigenvalues. Figures 3.3(j-l) show, the average evolution age versus the node degree,
for W = 2, 4 and 8, respectively. We observe an approximately monotonic relation
for small degree. However, when the node degree is larger than 10, the relation
deteriorates quickly and the relations approach a constant.
To further demonstrate our method, we have analyzed a scale-free cellular
network generated by mechanism different from that of the preferential-attachment
rule, namely the protein-protein interaction(PPI) networks. There is also another
detailed work to describe the method of ”Simulated Evolution of Protein-Protein
Interaction Networks with Realistic Topology” published on ”PLOS one 2012”
[108]. In such a network, duplication and divergence are believed to be responsible
for the topological structure [109].
We start from a small, connected graph as a seed and duplicate a randomly
selected existing protein at each step. The new comer duplicates exactly the con-
nection pattern of its generator in the network. Due to mutations, some of the
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Figure 3.3: The relation between eigenvalues and node ages for standard
scale-free networks. For three scale-free networks generated according to the
standard preferential-attachment rule with edge density w = 2, 4, 8 (corresponding
to the left, middle, and right column, respectively), (a-c) average ages, (d-f) average
degree (on a logarithmic scale), and (g-i) size of eigenvector versus the eigenvalue
index i. Eigenvectors associated with large eigenvalues generally have small sizes,
but their ages are “older” in the network. (j-l) Average age versus degree. We see
that, while small degree is related with the average age, information about node
age deteriorates quickly as the degree is increased.
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duplicated edges are broken with probability p, while new edges are generated
with probability q between the new comer and other existing nodes.
To compare with the PPI network of the Baker’s Yeast (to be described in the
next Section), we generate networks with comparable parameters. In particular, a
typical network has 2235 nodes and average degree of 10.52, and degree distribution
follows power-law with exponent 2.3. In a wide range of eigenvalues there exists a
strong correlation between the eigenvalue and average age, as shown in Fig.3.4(a).
We observe that, the curve of average age versus degree exhibits large fluctuations,
as shown in Fig.3.4(d). It is thus not possible to obtain information about node age
from degree. However, behaviors of the eigenmodes can reveal the age information,
as will be demonstrated in Sec. 3.4.
3.4 Evolution Ages of Nodes in a Protein-Protein
Interaction Network
To lend more credence to our proposition that the evolutionary ages of nodes
can be inferred from the eigenvalues, we now consider a class of networks in sys-
tems biology, protein-protein interaction (PPI) networks. These networks are the
result of a number of evolutionary mechanisms such as duplications of genes and
reattachments of links between the proteins. Specifically, we analyze the PPI net-
work of the baker’s yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) [110, 111]. Von Mering et al.
[112] analyzed a total of 80000 interactions among 5400 yeast proteins reported
previously and assigned each interaction a confidence value. In order to reduce
the effect of false positives, we focus on 11855 interactions with high and medium
confidence values among 2617 yeast proteins. In a PPI network, each protein is a
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Figure 3.4: The relation between eigenvalues and node ages using scale-
free networks generated by duplication/divergence-based mechanism
from PPI network of the Baker’s Yeast.For (a) average age versus eigen-
value index, (b) average degree versus eigenvalue index, and (c) size of eigenvector
versus the eigenvalue index. Eigenvectors associated with large eigenvalues gen-
erally have small sizes, but their ages are “older” in the network. (d) Average
age versus degree. Because of large fluctuation, the degree cannot give age-related
information, but the eigenvalues can.
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node and each pairwise interaction represents a link between two nodes. Since our
goal is to assess, through the eigenvalues, the evolutionary ages of the nodes, we
neglect the directions of the edges. The largest connected component of the PPI
network contains 2235 nodes.
In systems biology, the evolutionary processes of the proteins are classified into
four iso-temporal groups [113]: prokaryotes, eukarya, fungi, and yeast, to which
numbers 4, 3, 2 and 1 are assigned according to their evolutionary process from
ancient to modern times, respectively. The evolutionary age of a protein is the
largest number from the groups it presents. For example, the protein YHR037w
occurs in the groups prokaryotes(4), eukarya(3), fungi(2), which means that it can
be found from the ancient prokaryotes, so that its age is 4.
Figure 3.5(a) shows the average evolutionary age of nodes in eigenvector versus
the eigenvalue index, which is similar to the behavior in Figs. 3.3(a-c). This
suggests that for a realistic biological network, there is indeed a positive correlation
between the eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix and the evolutionary ages of groups
of nodes. Since PPIs typically possess a scale-free structure [114], we expect the
average degree of groups of nodes to exhibit similar behaviors as in Figs. 3.3(d-f).
This is indeed the case, as shown in Fig. 3.5(b). The sizes of various eigenvectors
are shown in Fig. 3.5(c). Again the behavior is similar to those in Figs. 3.3(g-i).
From Fig. 3.5(d), relation of average age versus degree, we see that the degree
contains no information about the node age.
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Figure 3.5: The relation between eigevalues and node ages using the
largest connected component of the real PPI network of the baker’s
yeast. For (a) the evolutionary age, (b) average degree (on a logarithmic scale),
and (c) size of eigenvector versus the eigenvalue index i. These results further
indicate that the evolutionary ages of various nodes in the network can be inferred
from the eigenvalue spectrum of the Laplacian matrix. (d) Average age versus
degree. We see that degree does not reveal age-related information.
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3.5 Time-Series Based Detection of Evolutionary
Ages of Nodes
We now address the situation where the network topology is unknown but only
time series measured or observed from various nodes are available. We shall apply
a recently developed approach [100] based on compressive sensing [115–120] to
uncover the complex-network topology and then could analyze the spectrum of the
predicted Laplacian matrix to estimate the evolutionary ages of nodes. The unique
feature of compressive sensing lies in its extremely low data requirement: very little
observation is needed to obtain a target sparse signal. In the following section, the
part for the compressive-sensing paradigm and the predicted eigenvalues in figure
3.7 are done by my co-authors Lai Ying-Cheng and Yang Rui from Arizona State
University.
In general, the problem of compressive sensing can be described as to recon-
struct a sparse vector a ∈ RN from linear measurements X about a in the form:
X = G · a, where X ∈ RM and G is an M × N matrix. Accurate reconstruction
can be achieved by solving the following convex optimization problem [115]
min ‖a‖1 subject to G · a = X, (3.4)
where ‖a‖1 =
∑N
i=1 |ai| is the L1 norm of vector a and M ¿ N , i.e.,, the num-
ber of measurements can be much less than the number of components of the
unknown signal. Various solutions of the convex optimization problem (3.4) have
been worked out in the applied-mathematics literature [115–120].
To uncover network topology based on data, it is necessary to cast the problem
in the form (3.4). The basic hypothesis is that a complex networked system can be
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viewed as a large dynamical system that generates oscillatory time series at various
nodes. Under this hypothesis, it is straightforward to formulate the problem under
the compressive-sensing paradigm, details of which can be found in Ref. [100].
To give a concrete example, we consider a real-world network, the Santa Fe
Institute (SFI) collaboration network [17]. Collaboration Networks, in which indi-
viduals are connected if they are (were) involved in a common activity, have been
often studied because they introduced an implicit concept of acquaintance that
is not easy to obtain in direct social experiments/interviews. The analysis of the
structure of scientific collaboration networks [10] has triggered huge influences on
the development of the modern network science. Scientific collaboration is a very
important topic: two scientists are linked if they have co-authored at least one
paper together. Information about co-authors hips can be extracted from different
databases of research papers. Communities reflect groups of people with common
research interests, i.e. topical or disciplinary groups.
Here, for the Santa Fe Institute (SFI) collaboration network [17], there are
N = 76 nodes in the largest connected component of the network and the average
degree is about 3. A schematic illustration of the network is shown in Fig. 3.6.
A spectral analysis reveals that the eigenvectors associated with λ76, λ75 and λ74
characterize the three hubs: 40, 7 and 67, all marked by red. The eigenvector
associated with λ73 involves a group of nodes numbered between 17 and 25 (marked
by green). For λ72, the corresponding eigenvector covers nodes 26 to 29, and node
34 (marked by cyan). The three clusters: nodes 41 to 47 (blue), 1 to 6 (magenta),
and 48 to 53 (violet), are represented by eigenvectors λ70, λ69, and λ68, respectively.
In fact, clusters of larger scales can be identified for smaller eigenvalues.
Now assume that the network topology is unknown but an oscillatory time
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Figure 3.6: Schematic illustration of the largest component of the SFI
collaboration network and the clustered structure revealed by an eigen-
value/eigenvector analysis.
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Figure 3.7: Sorted eigenvalues of the predicted and actual Laplacian
matrix of the SFI collaboration network. The number of data points used
in uncovering the network structure is about 40% of the number of total unknown
coefficients in the power-series expansion.
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series from each node is available. To simulate the situation, we assume that
the dynamics of each node is described by the chaotic Ro¨ssler oscillator [121].
Applying the compressive-sensing based method to uncover the network topology,
we can then perform a spectral analysis to estimate the ages of various nodes in
the network. Figure 3.7 shows the eigenvalues of the predicted and the actual
Laplacian matrix. We observe an excellent agreement.
3.6 Summary
In summary, we have developed a spectral-analysis based method to estimate
the evolutionary ages of nodes in complex networks. The basic observation is
that eigenvectors associated with different eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix can
typically represent highly localized groups of nodes in the network. In particular,
it was found that there are complex networks in the real-world for which there is
a positive correlation between the eigenvalue magnitude and node age.
Knowledge of ages of various groups of nodes can provide significant insights
into the evolutionary process underpinning the network. It should be noted, how-
ever, that at the present the applicability of our method is limited to the networks
for which information about the node age has been encoded gradually in the eigen-
properties through evolution.
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This dissertation has presented a theoretical study of how to use dynamic-
based structure measures to characterize complex network, namely, by means of
their eigenvalue spectra and especially their localized eigenvectors. We have also
demonstrated that both the undirected and directed complex networks have in-
credible localization properties. Moreover, the study also leads to some significant
insights into the evolutionary process underpinning the networks.
First, we have analyzed spectra and localization properties of undirected net-
works. The probability distribution function of the representative eigenvector is
proposed to describe the localization properties of complex networks here. The
localization quantities (Q,Sstr), the PDFs of the NNLS, and the wavelet transform
are used to capture the characteristics of the representative state. The nontrivial
structures of the networks can induce the localizations of the representative states.
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At the same time, because of the global symmetries of the networks, the represen-
tative states have nontrivial structures rather than the step-like distribution.
The localization quantities (Q,Sstr) and Brody distribution parameter β can
describe the nontrivial localization properties in a global way. The (Q,Sstr) values
tell us that the BASF networks with w = 2 are significantly localized compared
with the WSSW networks with d = 2. It is consistent with the conclusions drawn
from the results of β. The whole cellular networks have localization properties
much closer to the WSSW networks.
The wavelet transform can tell us the details on the nontrivial structures of
the representative eigenvectors. The ascend-ranked series ρ for the WSSW and
BASF modeling networks and the whole cellular networks behave mono-fractal,
multi-fractal or branched multi-fractal. The PDF of ρ tends to form sharp peaks
at different scales in a self-similar way.
These kinds of properties can shed light on the global symmetries due to
the general rules in the construction of the networks. Hence, it can be employed
as a global measure of the network structures. Moreover, the structure-induced
localizations on networks maybe helpful to understand the electronic conduction
and heat transport properties [122] of nanonet materials.
In additional to our work, Shepelyansky’ group from France has also applied
the spectra analysis method to the research of the localization properties of eigen-
vectors for the Google matrix and the BA scale free model network. They found
the emergence of a delocalization phase for the PageRank vector in google matrix
when network parameters are changed. Their results show that actual WWW net-
works are located in the localized phase. The transition to the delocalized phase
can drastically affect the efficiency of the Google search [92].
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A closely relevant topic is the diffusion on complex networks. Kim et al.
[123] reported for the first time their works on quantum and classical diffusion on
WSSW networks. The Hamiltonian is same as that in the present thesis, namely
εn = 0 and tmn = 1 in Eq. 2.1. An electron is localized at a randomly selected
node at beginning, then the diffusion process is obtained by solving the time-
dependent Schrodinger equation. It is found that the ”long-range” edges can boost
the diffusion speeds significantly, especially at the transition point from pr = 0 to
pr 6= 0. This is qualitatively in consistent with our findings of the significant
changes of the participation ratio and the structural entropy, (Q,Sstr), when pr
increase from pr = 0 to pr = 0.02.
As for the classical diffusion on networks, a very recent work reports the first-
passage times (FPT) of random walkers in complex scale-invariant media [13, 124].
Many real-world networks have self-similar structures, and diffusion on networks
can be regarded, to a certain degree, as the diffusion on fractal media, which has
attracted intensive attentions for its importance in theories and potential use in
diverse research fields [125].
However, we should point out that, it is not trivial to compare our results
quantitatively with these evolution processes. Actually our results are obtained
from the eigenstates in energy representation, while for the quantum diffusion the
initial state localizing at a randomly selected node is a wave packet and the final
state should be a superposition of the eigenstates in energy representation. How
to relate the localization with the classical diffusion is definitely interesting but
not a trivial task. Obviously, detailed works on diffusion on complex networks are
required to understand the relation between localization and diffusion on networks.
In addition to the study of localization properties of complex networks, we
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have also investigated the spectral properties of random networks on directed net-
works. The network edges take value +1 and −1 depending upon whether it is
starting from an exhibitory node or from an inhibitory node. If all nodes are
excitatory then the corresponding network is symmetric (τ = 1). Directionality
is introduced by making some nodes inhibitory, and consequently corresponding
edges take value −1. Equal expected value of inhibitory and excitatory nodes gives
rise to a completely un-correlated network (τ = 0).
Spectra of random networks, where probability for a node being inhibitory
or excitatory is equal, show circular distribution with radius being
√
pN(1− p).
Based on IPR values the spectra can be divided into two parts: part A consisting
of eigenstates at real axis and at four corners with large absolute eigenvalues which
are localized, and part B consisting of the bulk middle part of the spectra which
is less localized. As connection probability increases, part B starts dominating the
spectra, except few localized eigenvalues which remain very well separated from
the bulk part even for very large connection probabilities.
Moreover, in order to understand the mechanism for localization, we track the
spectra as network is rewired from a completely symmetric structure (τ = 1) to a
completely asymmetric one (τ = 0). For symmetric networks spectra lie on real
axis with exactly one eigenvalue separated from the bulk. As connections are made
directed by making some nodes inhibitory, some of eigenstates start occurring in
complex conjugate pairs. The eigenvalue distribution along with IPR value show
rich pattern. Overall, the spectra gradually become more delocalized as number of
directed connections is increased.
We have investigated spectra and localization properties of directed networks
with binary entries. The networks with inhibitory and excitatory nodes have much
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richer spectra than the networks with only excitatory nodes. Bulk of the spectra for
completely asymmetric networks follow Girko’s law, but as probability of directed
connections is reduced the spectra show very different patterns depending upon the
network structure and ratio of inhibitory and excitatory nodes. Though directed
networks span varieties of complex systems, the research for directed networks
leading to complex eigenvalues is limited. The results presented in the thesis
provide a useful platform to understand the structural pattern in directed networks,
and can be used further to investigate dynamical behavior of nodes relevant to
variety of problems ranging from physics to sociology.
Finally, we move to develop a procedure using spectral-analysis based method
to estimate the evolutionary ages of nodes in complex networks. The basic obser-
vation is that eigenvectors associated with different eigenvalues of the Laplacian
matrix can typically represent highly localized groups of nodes in the network.
A qualitative argument can then be made for the existence of positive corre-
lation between the node ages and the magnitudes of the eigenvalues. This means
that, when the network topology is known, a simple eigenvalue analysis can lead
to reliable information about the age distribution of nodes in the network.
For situations where the network topology is unknown but time series from
nodes are available, it is necessary to uncover the topology in order to estimate
the node ages, and we have demonstrated that this can be done efficiently using
compressive sensing. Examples from model and real-world networks, including a
PPI network, are used to validate our approach.
We hope our method can find applications in fields such as systems biology,
the propagation of a rumor, a fashion, a joke, or a flu, where estimating node ages
can be of significant important.
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Indeed some progress have been achieved. Most recently, an Italian research
group [126] applied our methods to predict the sources of an outbreak by testing
on a variety of graphs collected from outbreaks including influenza, H5N1, Tbc, in
urban and rural areas. Results show that the spectral analysis method is able to
identify the source nodes if the graph approximates a tree sufficiently.
The network-reconstruction technique used in the thesis is based on compres-
sive sensing, which works for situations where the types of mathematical forms of
the nodal dynamical systems and coupling functions are known (although details
of these functions are not required) and can be represented by series expansion. So
far the method has not been applied to gene-regulatory networks due to difficulty
to find suitable series expansions. The recent method by Hempel et al. [127] is
based on extracting statistical information and has been demonstrated to work
well for gene-regulatory networks.
While many real-world systems such as gene regulatory and supply chain net-
works are directed, our present work is focused on undirected networks. The main
consideration is that many networks generated by some kind of evolutionary pro-
cesses or constructed through experiments tend to undirected. For example, the
Baker Yeast obtained through the approach of prey and predator contains no in-
formation about the directionality of the nodal interactions.
Our method is based on the observation that local structures, e.g., densely
connected clusters, can induce large components in the eigenvectors. Hubs or
clusters of hubs can then be detected by the eigenvectors corresponding to the
largest eigenvalues, while clusters of larger sizes can be uncovered by eigenvectors
of smaller eigenvalues. Different eigenmodes can be used to detect clusters of
varying scales, providing a correlation with the evolutionary ages in situations
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where hubs or clusters of hubs are formed by history. The principle on which our
method is based thus does not take into account directionality in the node-to-node
interactions. To develop a method to uncover the evolutionary ages for directed
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